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SECTION 5: PLANNING  STRATEGIES
OVERVIEW
A series of planning strategies and recommendations 
that support a long-term vision and revitalization 
framework for Floreciente, Moline Centre and 
Edgewater has been created and discussed by the 
Project Steering Committee and the community at 
large over the course of the planning process.  The 
strategies presented in this Comprehensive Plan 
seek to build on each neighborhood’s existing assets 
including its small businesses and long-time industries; 
its housing stock and religious and social institution; 
location to Interstate 74 and the Mississippi River; 
parks and open space and, its civic organizations 
and engaged stakeholders and citizens.  Planning 
strategies also seek to introduce new programs 
and initiatives that would facilitate reinvestment 
and development within Moline’s central business 
district and its adjacent neighborhoods, including 
areas that have been most affected by past flood 
events.  In areas of Moline Centre, Floreciente and 
Edgewater that are not addressed with specific 
planning initiatives, this Comprehensive Plan Update 
stresses the rehabilitation and reuse of existing 
buildings, sustained efforts in economic and small 
business development, and the enhancement of the 
area’s transportation network, public spaces and 
streetscapes.

With further input from the Project Steering 
Committee, key goals and objectives comprising the 
overall planning framework were created to help 
guide local decision and policy making regarding land 
use, downtown revitalization, parks and open space, 
transportation, urban design, flood mitigation, and 
economic development.

The following is a summary of key planning goals and 
objectives presented in this Comprehensive Plan 
Update.

figure 5.1  THE LONG-TERM VISION FOR DOWNTOWN MOLINE

An artist’s bird’s-eye illustration of the long-term vision for Downtown Moline, looking southwest.
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Moline Centre Goals and Objectives
The City of Moline and its stakeholder partners will 
continue to work towards creating a vibrant and 
resilient Moline Centre that supports a wide range of 
uses and activities that attracts shoppers, visitors and 
investors from the community, the region and beyond.  
To accomplish this, the City and its partners will:

•  Facilitate new development on opportunity 
sites and continued reinvestment in existing 
buildings through the rehabilitation of facades 
and storefronts and the conversion of upper 
floors for offices, location-neutral businesses and 
residential uses.   

•  Maintain on-going small business development 
efforts that support entrepreneurial endeavors, 
attract needed retail and commercial services, 
and facilitate the innovative reuse of vacant and 
underutilized spaces.   

•  Encourage the local use of existing incentive 
programs and create new incentives where 
needed to facilitate key revitalization objectives, 
including small business development, adaptive 
use projects and other economic development 
efforts. 

•  Maintain the integrity of the Downtown 
Commercial National Register Historic 
District and encourage the adaptive use 
and rehabilitation of key architecturally and 
historically significant buildings. 

•  Introduce new commercial and residential uses 
in the Interstate 74 Realignment Zone over 
time and as market demand dictates in order to 
diversify Moline Centre’s land use mix and to 
provide more housing opportunities near the 
Mississippi riverfront, and downtown shopping 
and entertainment activities.  

•  Undertake additional streetscape, urban 
design and infrastructure improvements to 
connect the traditional downtown core with 
the riverfront area, ensure a more comfortable 
and safe pedestrian environment, and to unify 
Moline Centre’s overall visual appearance.  
Riverfront enhancements can include new water 
taxi landings, docking areas, vendor plazas, 
improved bike trail connections and sloped 
grass area for residents and visitors to view the 
Mississippi River. 

•  Add to Moline Centre’s open space and bicycle 
trail networks through the creation of a new 
Riverfront Park and the connection of the Great 
River Trail to new trail segments within the 
Realignment Zone. 

•  Foster the development of a Western Illinois 
University-Quad Cities campus district that 
encourages continued expansion of the campus 
north to 4th Avenue and east to 23rd Street 
along with the installation of urban design 
and gateway treatments that ‘brand” the area 
and the revitalization of the neighborhood 
commercial node at 5th Avenue and 23rd Street 
as potential “campus town.”  

•  Promote sustainable design best practices in 
City infrastructure and in private development 
whenever feasible and appropriate to reduce 
stormwater runoff and flooding events within 
Moline Centre.   

•  Continue to strengthen existing partnerships 
between the City and other stakeholder and 
advocacy groups in order to implement various 
components of this Comprehensive Plan 
Update. 

•  Use the Moline Centre Comprehensive Plan 
Update as an advocacy document to encourage 
the adoption of planning and development 
policies at the local, regional and state levels 
that support and facilitate the Plan’s goals and 
objectives. 

•  Actively encourage the participation of different 
stakeholder groups, including local schools, 
non-profits, industries and businesses, social 
service agencies, disadvantaged populations, 
and neighborhood organizations in the 
implementation of the Comprehensive Plan 
Update for Moline Centre.

Looking south on 15th street
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Floreciente Goals and Objectives
The City of Moline and its stakeholder partners 
will continue to work towards creating a thriving 
residential neighborhood that celebrates its diversity 
and offers a diversity of housing, employment, social 
and recreational opportunities.  To accomplish this, 
the City and its partners will:

•  Enhance Floreciente’s capacity to implement 
various housing, business development, and 
urban design and streetscape improvement 
strategies as presented in this Comprehensive 
Plan through strengthened partnerships 
between existing organizations or through the 
creation of a new revitalization organization.  
The goal of organization and capacity-building 
efforts is to improve and enhance residents’ 
quality of life and neighborhood social capital 
- the strengthened social networks between 
residents and local entities and organizations. 

•  Maintain Floreciente’s traditional single-family 
housing stock through proactive rehabilitation 
and conservation efforts and with a goal of 
encouraging extensive homeowner program 
involvement and participation. 

•  Undertake improvements to neighborhood 
infrastructure, streets and parkways, and 
preserve and maintain distinguishing 
streetscape features such as brick streets to 
promote neighborhood identity and character. 

•  Plan for the reuse of the Ericcson School 
building and site with neighborhood 
participation to ensure local resident needs 
and desires are considered and incorporated in 
long-term reuse plans. 

•  Install improvements enhancements in locations 
that help improve the pedestrian environment 
in Floreciente, including new intersection 
crosswalks and sidewalk and pedestrian path 
connections to neighborhood landmarks and 
destinations, including Sylvan Island, local 
businesses and Moline Centre. 

•  Implement programs and initiatives that 
stimulate and support neighborhood 
entrepreneurship, new business start-ups and 
the long-term success and viability of existing 
businesses and industries.  Such initiatives may 
consist of the removal of barriers to investment 
or the creation of new financing methods 
and incentives for business start-ups and 
entrepreneurial activity. 

•  Design and construct additional urban design 
and landscaping treatments along Railroad 
Avenue to better screen and buffer Floreciente’s 
residential zone form the adjacent industrial 
areas. 

•  Promote improvements to existing buildings 
and parking areas, and encourage good visual 
merchandising and storefront design practices 
that can help attract shoppers and visitors, as 
well as reflect Floreciente’s Hispanic heritage 
and cultural diversity. 

•  Consider installing traffic calming measures 
and converting 4th and 5th Avenues to two-
way traffic to lower traffic speeds through the 
neighborhood and to provide direct access 
and more visibility for neighborhood parks, 
institutions and neighborhoods. 

•  Encourage the development of a vibrant 
neighborhood commercial center at 4th Avenue 
and 7th Street through concentrated efforts 
at improving building appearances, attracting 
new neighborhood-serving businesses, creating 
new festivals and events, and urban design and 
streetscape improvements. 

•  Stimulate reinvestment in other commercial 
areas in order to support the creation of new 
businesses and to provide goods, services and 
cultural offerings for local residents and visitors. 

•  Promote the adaptive use and rehabilitation of 
architecturally and historically significant historic 
buildings in Floreciente. 

•  Pursue new development opportunities in 
the Gateway area as a way to introduce new 
residential and limited commercial uses between 
Moline Centre and the Floreciente. 

•  Support efforts and initiatives for enhancing 
access to Sylvan Island and promoting the Island 
as a premier destination for cyclists, runners, 
rowers, and other outdoor enthusiasts. 

•  Promote sustainable design best practices in 
neighborhood infrastructure and in private 
development whenever feasible and appropriate 
to reduce stormwater runoff and flooding events 
within Floreciente.   

•  Use the Floreciente Comprehensive Plan Update 
as an advocacy document to encourage the 
adoption of planning and development policies 
at the local, regional and state levels that support 
and facilitate the Plan’s goals and objectives. 

•  Actively encourage the participation of different 
stakeholder groups, including local schools, 
non-profits, industries and businesses, social 
service agencies, disadvantaged populations, 
and neighborhood organizations in the 
implementation of the Comprehensive Plan 
Update for Floreciente neighborhood.

Mission Tabernacle Church at 6th Avenue and 10 Street
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Edgewater Goals and Objectives
As with Floreciente, the City of Moline and its 
stakeholder partners will continue to work towards 
enhancing Edgewater as a thriving residential, 
commercial and industrial neighborhood situated 
along a distinctive location along the Mississippi River.  
To accomplish this, the City and its partners will:

•  Enhance Edgewater’s pedestrian environment 
through sidewalk and streetscape 
enhancements, crosswalk paving treatments 
and new sidewalks in locations where they are 
missing. 

•  Install various traffic calming mechanisms and 
roadway improvements to help slow car and 
truck traffic along River Drive. 

•  Facilitate building and property improvements, 
especially in Edgewater’s industrial areas where 
landscaping and façade improvements can help 
promote a more harmonious and compatible 
visual appearance with adjacent residential and 
commercial uses. 

•  • Maintain and enhance the Ben Butterworth 
Memorial Parkway and the Ralph B. Birks 
Recreational Trail as important open space and 
recreational assets for the neighborhood, the 
City of Moline and the Quad Cities region.  
Additional enhancements to the Parkway could 
include new water taxi landings, gardens, 
landscaped amphitheaters and performance 
barges for outdoor plays and concerts, and 
needed infrastructure upgrades near the 
Celebration Belle landing area.  

•  Encourage new residential development along 
the River Drive and the Memorial Parkway 
Corridor to augment living opportunities along 
the Mississippi riverfront for young singles and 
couples, University employees, Moline Centre 
workers, and seniors and empty nesters. 

•  Consider consolidation of commercial land uses 
along 4th Avenue to promote concentration of 
retail and office activities at certain nodes and 
the conversion of remaining areas to residential 
uses and green space.  In addition, stimulate 
reinvestment in other commercial areas in order 
to support the creation of new businesses and 
to provide goods and services for local residents 
and visitors. 

•  Install new streetscape, urban design, 
wayfinding and other gateway elements 
at certain locations within Edgewater to 
help improve the physical and public space 
environment, and help “brand” Edgewater as a 
distinctive, vibrant neighborhood within Moline. 

•  Maintain and improve Edgewater’s traditional 
single-family housing stock through 
rehabilitation and conservation efforts and with 
a goal of encouraging extensive homeowner 
program involvement and participation. 

•  Encourage the adaptive use and rehabilitation 
of architecturally and historically significant 
commercial and industrial buildings in 
Edgewater to accommodate new residential and 
other retail and small-scaled commercial uses. 

•  Promote sustainable design best practices in 
neighborhood infrastructure and in private 
development whenever feasible and appropriate 
to reduce stormwater runoff and flooding events 
within Edgewater. 

•  Create new open spaces, parks, pedestrian 
paths and bicycle trails where needed and 
feasible that can provide better linkages 
between neighborhood land uses, Western 
Illinois University, Moline Centre and other 
neighborhoods within Moline. 

•  Enhance Edgewater’s transportation network 
by improving 2nd Avenue, as well as key north-
south connections, which can help alleviate the 
traffic burden along River Drive. 

•  Use the Edgewater Comprehensive Plan Update 
as an advocacy document to encourage the 
adoption of planning and development policies 
at the local, regional and state levels that support 
and facilitate the Plan’s goals and objectives. 

•  Actively encourage the participation of different 
stakeholder groups, including local schools, 
non-profits, industries and businesses, social 
service agencies, disadvantaged populations, 
and neighborhood organizations in the 
implementation of the Comprehensive Plan 
Update for Edgewater.

The document’s illustrative plans and diagrams 
represent conceptual schemes for building 
improvements, and transportation, streetscape and 
urban design enhancements.  Opportunity sites 
portray building heights, massing, site designs and 
parking layouts as illustrative concepts as how sites 
could be developed over time or in a comprehensive 
manner.  Actual building heights, massing and site 
layouts will vary as developers will plan their projects 
according to actual site conditions and constraints.  
Improvement concepts to existing buildings and 
the streetscape and other public spaces will also be 
subject to constraints.

A mix of building types at 4th Avenue and 38th Street 
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figure 5.2  MOLINE CENTRE PLANNING    
          FRAMEWORK STRATEGY DIAGRAM

Moline Centre Planning Framework Strategy Diagram 
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PLANNING STRATEGIES
Upon examination of the neighborhood’s existing 
conditions and the input from community members 
and stakeholders, a series of planning objectives 
has emerged to address prevailing issues.  When 
considered in whole, these objectives provide an over-
arching framework strategy for future improvement 
efforts within the Moline Centre neighborhood.  Items 
listed below are further explained on the following 
pages.

Preliminary planning objectives for Moline Centre 
include:

I. Pursue West Side Gateway Development 
Opportunities

II. Undertake Urban Design and Building 
Improvements

III. Encourage Infill Development and 
Adaptive Use

IV. Expand Moline Centre Wayfinding 
Signage Program

V. Improve Riverfront Connections

VI. Plan for Future Land Development in the 
Interstate 74 Realignment Zone

VII. Conduct Business Development Efforts in 
the Traditional Commercial Core

VIII. Establish a Western Illinois University District
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figure 5.3  WEST SIDE GATEWAY – ENTERTAINMENT CONCEPT VIEW
I.  PURSUE WEST SIDE GATEWAY 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

The planned transit station at 4th Avenue and 12th 
Street should promote new development interest 
and opportunities in this area that borders both 
Floreciente and Moline Centre.  Previous plans have 
identified this area as an important “gateway” into 
both neighborhoods where housing and mixed-
use developments should be encouraged as part 
of a transit-oriented development strategy.  This 
Moline Centre Plan proposes that housing and 
commercial/mixed-use developments should continue 
to be considered along with an added scenario 
of positioning the gateway area as a potential 
entertainment district, given the location of the 
iWireless Center nearby and the potential need to 
accommodate an indoor recreational facility.

Planned transit station site (right side) and opportunity areas

Entertainment Focus
The scenario is largely based on the potential to 
locate and develop a new indoor recreational facility  
associated with the iWireless Center at 12th Street 
and 5th Avenue in the Floreciente portion of the 
gateway area.  In the gateway area east of 12th Street, 
several residential and mixed use development 
opportunities are suggested along 4th, 5th and 
6th Avenues.  Along 6th Avenue between 12th 
and 14th Streets, a series of rowhome/townhome 
developments ranging from two to three stories 
in height and including 20 to 30 units could be 
accommodated on lots that are currently vacant or 
underutilized, or contain some existing single-family 
homes.  At the southwest corner of 6th Avenue and 
14th Street, an existing vacant lot could accommodate 
a four-story apartment flat or block building 
incorporating 36 residential units and internal parking.  

Other residential developments are suggested on 
infill development lots at the northeast corner of 6th 
Avenue and 12th Street and at the southwest corner 
of 4th Avenue, and 14th Street near the Arsenal 
Bridge ramp, totaling 66 to 80 new residential 
units in the gateway.  Mixed-use commercial and 
residential developments are also proposed for infill 
development sites at the southeast corners of 5th 
Avenue and 12th and 13th Streets, at mid-block along 
5th Avenue between 12th and 13th Street, and at 
the northwest corner of 5th Avenue and 14th Street.  
These developments would accommodate 20,000 
square feet of retail/commercial space and 80 upper-
story residential units.  Last, a five-story residential 
development at 4th Avenue and 12th Street and 
facing the planned new hotel across the street could 
potentially accommodate 100 residential units.  
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A bird’s eye view rendering, looking southeast, of the entertainment focus concept that shows potential building massing and land uses.
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figure 5.4  WEST SIDE GATEWAY – RESIDENTIAL CONCEPT VIEW 
Residential Focus
This development scenario replaces the indoor 
recreational facility with a mixed use development 
in Floreciente.  The only other significant scenario 
change is that instead of a mix between rowhomes/
townhomes and an apartment block development 
along 6th Avenue between 13th and 14th Streets, only 
a four to five-story apartment block accommodating 
70 residential units with internal parking is suggested.
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Commercial development with upper story offices and housing Above:  two examples of low-to-mid scale residential development
A bird’s eye view rendering, looking southeast, of the residential focus concept that shows potential building massing and land uses.
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Market Considerations
Market conditions, including rapid absorption rates for 
Moline Centre housing, suggest support for additional 
residential units. The target market would be:

•  Young singles and couples (20s through 30s)

•  Downtown workers, especially those working  
at John Deere, KONE, and WIU)

This market favors a product that has loft-like 
qualities, such as low-rise buildings with large 
windows and open floor plans.  Adaptive use of 
nearby historic buildings is favored, but not required 
if there is also strong demand for new construction.  
Current demand is primarily for a rental product in 
small configurations, with most units falling in the 
studio and one-bedroom categories.  The target 
market is not necessarily a rail “commuter,” though 
downtown residents will likely be frequent users 
of the passenger rail service.  Co-location of new 
housing around a transit hub is both complementary 
and desirable in that the activities of transit users and 
residents will reinforce each other. 

Ultimately, downtown residential units may attract 
Quad City empty nesters, though this demographic is 
not driving current development.  Depending on land 
values, the feasibility of new-construction housing 
may require public participation, such as through the 
development of shared parking facilities that include 
dedicated spaces for new residential.

RETAIL 
Downtown residents and workers, rail users, 
iWireless Center visitors and hotel guests will drive 
convenience-oriented retail and services in the 
gateway area.  These may include:

•  Cafes, coffee and breakfast restaurants, and  
wi-fi hang-out places

•  Services such as dry cleaner/laundry, repair 
shops, cell phone stores, and fitness clubs

•  Prepared foods including grab-and-go lunch and 
dinner options

•  Fast casual restaurants and chains such 
as Jimmy Johns and Chipotle, and some 
independents

Other retail and restaurant establishments will 
become supportable in the gateway zone as the 
transit and residential base grows.

Historic Resources
It should be noted that potential development 
opportunity sites in the gateway would impact the 
northwestern edge of the Moline Downtown National 
Register Historic District with the potential loss of 
contributing buildings on two to six sites.

Implementation Considerations
Implementing proposed residential, commercial 
and mixed use developments will largely be driven 
over time by emerging market demand for such 
spaces and developer interest in particular sites.  
All identified development opportunity sites within 
the West Gateway area are currently zoned B-2: 
Central Business District, which allows for a variety 
of commercial, residential and entertainment uses 
in compact, pedestrian-oriented development 
compatible with the downtown building fabric.  
However, consideration may be given to changing the 
zoning classification south of 6th Avenue between 
13th and 14th Streets from R-2: One-Family Residential 
District to R-4: One to Six Family Dwelling District or 
R-6: Multi-Family Dwelling District, which provides for 
high density residential development up to and over 
14 dwelling units per gross acre.

To make the development opportunities feasible, 
several parcels would need to be assembled 
by a developer.  Infrastructure and streetscape 
improvements, as suggested by the Streetscape 
Master Plan, may also be needed within these areas.  
The City could participate in underwriting the cost of 
infrastructure improvements or assist the developer in 
property assembly.

Example of an open air storefront with outdoor seating

Example of storefront improvements
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II.  UNDERTAKE URBAN DESIGN AND  
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS

A number of urban design and building improvement 
initiatives have taken place over the years, including 
the installation of a new streetscape program and 
various façade and storefront rehabilitation projects.  
These efforts should continue but with a different 
focus in areas that have not received streetscape 
enhancements, or have taken advantage of City 
incentives for facade improvements.

Building Improvements
The City of Moline should continue funding its 
grant and loan programs for storefront and façade 
rehabilitation projects located in Moline Centre 
but with an aim toward encouraging building 
improvements along 6th Avenue, downtown side 
streets and in the neighborhood commercial node at 
5th Avenue and 23rd Street.  One way to encourage 
building rehabilitation in these areas is to implement a 
first-come, first-serve application process for one-time 
grants offered at higher grant or loan amounts.  The 
Moline Centre Main Street Design Committee could 
spearhead an effort to market special grant and loan 
opportunities by meeting with individual property 
owners and providing design assistance and building 
improvement planning services.

Federal Historic Preservation Tax Credits
The federal Historic Preservation Tax Credit can 
be a significant incentive for large-scale building 
rehabilitation and adaptive use, including the 
conversion of upper-floors and rehabilitation of 
storefronts and facades.  Several Moline Centre 
developers have reported that they are already using 
the tax credits but it is unclear how many downtown 
building improvements projects have actually been 
financed through tax credits.  

More extensive use of the credits should be pursued 
either by offering a bonus grant or loan amount 
for those property owners or developers who also 
secure the tax credits as part of their financing or 
by requiring that any project over $50,000 seek 
utilization of the tax credits first before applying 
for tax-increment financing funds from the City.  
In addition, efforts in educating local property 
owners and developers on the tax credits should 
be undertaken jointly between the City and the 
Main Street Design Committee, perhaps through 
workshops and one-on-one consultations.

The existing building on 15th Street at 6th Avenue   
(see potential improvements sketch, right)

Illustration of potential improvements to the commercial building on 15th Street at 6th Avenue.

articulations at the ground level along the sidewalk.  
Outside of the National Register District, new 
construction design guidelines should also address 
the transition areas from the infill development to 
the adjacent residential neighborhoods where new 
buildings of additional height and higher mass could 
potentially block views. 

Design Guidelines
The Moline Centre Design Guidelines should 
be updated to include more detailed standards 
and guidelines related to new construction and 
infill development, especially within the Moline 
Downtown National Register District where additional 
images, photos and graphics can help to illustrate 
recommendations on compatibility between old 
and new buildings in terms of new building massing 
and materials, scale and height, and treatments and 

figure 5.5  POTENTIAL BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS ILLUSTRATION 
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Streetscape Improvements 
Streetscape improvements should continue in all areas 
of Moline Centre according to the Moline Downtown 
Streetscape Master Plan.  Level B and side street 
improvements from 12th to 19th Streets and along 
6th and 7th Avenues should receive priority for new 
improvements going forward.  Enhancements along 
4th Avenue should also receive priority since the 
railroad right-of-way can be a visual and pedestrian 
barrier between the 5th Avenue retail core and the 
Bass Street Landing and John Deere Commons 
developments along the riverfront.  However, the 4th 
Avenue streetscape scheme will have to be revised 
as a second track in the right-of-way will be added to 
accommodate Amtrak passenger service.  Additional 
streetscaping emphasis should also be placed at the 
intersection of 6th Avenue and 15th Street as this is a 
major gateway entrance into the traditional downtown 
area.

Arsenal Bridge and Railroad Avenue  
Right-Of-Way Improvements
Several community stakeholders regard the Arsenal 
Bridge ramps and the railroad right-of-way as 
significant visual barriers to walking from the 5th 
Avenue retail corridor to John Deere Commons 
and River Drive.  The 2001 Moline Centre Plan 
recommended colored sculptural ceiling panels, 
special paving and decorative lighting to enhance 
the Bridge underpath while the 2007 Downtown 
Streetscape Master Plan proposed a comprehensive 
parkway treatments along the 4th Avenue Corridor 
and railroad right-of-way.  Both plans provide 
meaningful design directions for improving the 
pedestrian paths and connections along 15th Street 
and other locations and should be pursued.  

In addition to the design suggestions for the Arsenal 
Bridge made in the 2001 Plan, public art and sculpture 
should also be considered as part of the design 
enhancement scheme.  For instance, Seattle has its 
famous “Fremont Troll” sculpture underneath one 
end of the George Washington Memorial Bridge that 
connects the Fremont neighborhood with downtown 
Seattle.  Public art can provide visual interest and a 
sense of discovery along the pedestrian route.

Implementation Considerations
The City’s existing small business and façade 
rehabilitation incentive programs should continued to 
be funded by the City of Moline with a consideration 
to offering bonus grant amounts to properties 
located in high priority areas and property owners 
and developers seeking to use the federal historic 
preservation tax credits.  The Moline Centre Main 
Street Design Committee should play an active role 
in marketing the programs through one-on-one 
meetings with property owners and regular open 
houses and workshops.  In addition, streetscape 5th Avenue streetscape under construction (recently completed) 
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and Arsenal Bridge improvements can continue to 
be financed by Special Service Areas 5 and 6 and 
potentially with funds from the Illinois Department 
of Transportation, including its Transportation 
Enhancements Program (ITEP).

figure 5.6  STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES MAP
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III.  ENCOURAGE INFILL DEVELOPMENT  
AND ADAPTIVE USE

Several sites within Moline Centre’s traditional 
core, including existing surface parking lots and 
under-utilized and vacant spaces, could potentially 
accommodate infill development with new retail, office 
and residential uses.  In addition, infill development 
would not only diversify Moline Centre’s land use base 
but also strengthen and enhance its urban design 
and development character.  The most significant 
development opportunity sites within the traditional 
core exist along the 4th Avenue corridor and north 
of the railroad tracks where a number of public and 
privately-owned parking lots are located.  These 
sites could potentially consist of seven new office 
and mixed-use developments totaling approximately 
440,000 to 480,000 square feet of office space and 
135,000 square feet for retail (sites shown in red on 
the Infill Development Opportunities Map).  
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Vacant land at the corner of 6th Avenue and  13th Street

Smaller infill development sites exist in other 
transition areas south of 5th Avenue, which could 
add 200,000 to 280,000 square feet of new 
residential uses (potentially 160 to 200 apartment 
units) and 20,000 to 30,000 square feet of retail 
and commercial space (Transition Areas on Infill 
Development Opportunities Map).  One new green 
space amenity is proposed at the southeast corner of 
6th Avenue and 16th Street, currently an under-utilized 
parking lot in front of the City Police Department 
Building.  Commercial with upper floor residential 
uses may be more appropriate in these locations.  
Several ways in which facilitate infill development 
on some of the smaller opportunity sites include 
upgrading on-site or nearby infrastructure, sidewalks 
and nearby park amenities.  As in the Gateway area, 
market conditions would favor high absorption rates 
for new downtown housing, especially for a target 
market of singles and couples and downtown workers.

Residential infill development scaled for transition areas

figure 5.7  INFILL DEVELOPMENT   
         OPPORTUNITIES MAP

‘WEST-SIDE 
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Parking Strategy in Infill Areas
New development in the Downtown will require a 
comprehensive strategy for addressing parking.  
This strategy should focus on the removal of surface 
parking lots that accommodate only one building 
on a lot, improving walkability, and the provision of 
public shared parking and the integration of parking 
into the fabric of buildings so that the appearance of 
parking is hidden by the building.  This strategy can 
allow more efficient development that does not take 
valuable land space by parking.  It will also allow for 
greater economic development opportunities and 
higher tax return to the City. 

A better alternative in traditional downtown 
districts is to provide shared public parking that 
can accommodate the parking peaks that occur at 
different times of the day and week. Public parking 
can be much more effective in urban areas where 
there are mixed land uses (daytime versus nighttime 
use) that can share the parking. For example, offices 
can use the parking during the day and entertainment 
and commercial uses can use the parking in the 
evening and on the weekend. 

Most of Moline Centre is currently zoned B-2: Central 
Business District, which exempts new developments 
from the minimal parking space requirements.  This 
exemption does not totally relieve a developer 
from providing parking, however.  Rather, it sets 
up a development review process that should 
encourage an examination of parking needs based 
on the proposed development and surrounding 
site conditions.  Developers should be required to 
provide public shared-use parking based on the public 
parking situation within a few blocks of the proposed 
development.  In addition, the provision of public 
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shared parking is sensitive to location.  With each 
proposal, a utilization study of public shared use 
parking within close proximity of the development 
should be undertaken, either by the City or the 
developer. The utilization study would determine the 
status of supply and demand in the vicinity. The study 
also should address how public-private partnerships 
will be instrumental in fulfilling the development’s 
parking demand.  

figure 5.8  TRADITIONAL CORE INFILL DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT VIEW
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Looking east from 17th Street, surface parking lots take up a significant amount of space within Moline Centre.  

The new development may be able to fulfill parking 
needs with nearby public shared-use facilities that 
have a parking surplus.  With the facilities that have 
a current surplus, the developer could work out an 
agreement with the suppliers. For example, if the 
parking structure is owned by the City, the City could 
require a fee in lieu of providing parking. The fee 
would match the cost of providing parking.  If there 
is a demand for additional parking in the vicinity of 
the new development, then the developer should 
be required to provide parking.  However, it should 
be made available as public shared parking and not 
dedicated to just the users of the development. 

Existing office development in Moline CentreNew mixed-use and office development on River Drive and 4th Avenue infill sites should reflect the area’s existing character and scale.

As mentioned previously, “group developments” 
with 50 or more dwelling units or 10 or more 
non-residential uses; or an institutional, office 
or commercial development containing more 
than 50,000 gross square feet of floor area, are 
required to seek a special use permit in regards to 
parking.  Common examples of group developments 
include apartment buildings, apartment complexes, 
condominium complexes, and office centers.  Most 
new development proposed in this Moline Centre 
Plan would fall into this classification.
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Carnegie Library Reuse
Particular emphasis should be placed on the 
preservation and reuse of the Carnegie Library 
building at 5th Avenue and 17th Street, given 
its architectural quality, prominent location and 
contributing status to the National Register Historic 
District.  The building is now in private ownership, but 
there is strong civic interest that the building maintains 
a viable use.

As in Moline, many Carnegie libraries across the 
country have been vacated as functioning library 
facilities.  A portion of these buildings have been 
adapted to serve new functions, most commonly for 
non-profit use such as:

•  Community arts center

•  Cultural center

•  Senior center

•  City offices

•  County offices

The former Carnegie Library in the Manayunk neighborhood in 
Philadelphia, was converted into seven apartments. Double-height 

front windows were divided to allow for two-story interior.

A combination of uses may be necessary to make 
use of the building’s unusual configuration, although 
more use may make adaption more challenging and 
complex.   A business and financing plan should be 
developed to test the feasibility of various uses and 
their alternatives.  The study should incorporate 
feasibility for using a combination of funding sources, 
including various tax credit and incentive programs, as 
part of a development pro-forma. 

Reuse for commercial enterprises are also possible 
and would allow rehabilitation schemes to qualify 
for federal Historic Preservation Tax Credits.  Most 
options assume a commercially developed rental 
facility leased to for-profit, non-profit, or residential 
tenants, including for example:

•  Rental to a private school or adult continuing 
education center

•  Event space for weddings and receptions

•  Rental apartments with later conversion to 
condominiums

•  Co-working space, including open-format, 
flexible office space offered as monthly 
“memberships” to startup businesses and 
knowledge workers. 

•  Art gallery

•  Retail incubator

•  Antiques mart including stalls and small retail 
spaces sub-leased to a variety of vendors and 
managed by a single entity

•  Professional offices

•  Restaurant (first floor)

•  Lease to a downtown-compatible university 
program such as Augustana College’s art or 
business administration departments, or a 
department of the Western Illinois University-
Quad Cities campus.

Moline’s former Carnegie Library

Before Reuse

Implementation Considerations
Implementing proposed residential, commercial 
and mixed use developments will largely be driven 
over time by emerging market demand for such 
spaces and developer interest in particular sites.  
All identified development opportunity sites within 
the West Gateway area are currently zoned B-2: 
Central Business District, which allows for a variety 
of commercial, residential and entertainment uses 
in compact, pedestrian-oriented development 
compatible with the downtown building fabric.  The 
City could participate in underwriting the cost of 
infrastructure improvements or assist the developer 
in property assembly.  Streetscape improvements, as 
suggested by the Streetscape Master Plan, may also 
be needed within these areas.  

In regards to the adaptive use projects, including the 
Carnegie Library in particular, the City could offer 
low-interest loans or grants to potential developers 
seeking to use the federal historic preservation 
tax credit as part of the overall project financing.   
Alternatively, the City and its development partners 
could convene or form a co-developer/investor 
team that could purchase the property and develop 
it or secure services a fee developer experienced 
in adaptive use and the tax credits.  However, a 
historic structures or feasibility report should be 
commissioned to determine costs in adapting the 
building to new uses.
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IV.  EXPAND MOLINE CENTRE  
WAYFINDING SIGNAGE PROGRAM

The 2001 Moline Centre Plan proposed a 
comprehensive wayfinding signage program to help 
guide visitors to major attractions and destinations, 
including the iWireless Center, the John Deere 
Pavilion, the riverfront and Centre Station.  Portions 
of the wayfinding program been already installed, 
mostly along the western edge of Moline Centre and 
along River Drive where signage leads travelers to the 
iWireless Center and the John Deere Pavilion.  The 
wayfinding signage program should be evaluated to 
determine where additional signage may be needed to 
direct visitors to the 5th Avenue commercial corridor, 
Western Illinois University, City Hall, public parking 
facilities and other important destinations.  A key 
aspect of wayfinding improvements is in establishing 
a clear link between Riverfront access points and 
supporting amenities, such as parking and restaurants.

Gateways
In addition to wayfinding signage, opportunities exist 
to enhance gateways entrances into Moline Centre 
with specially-designed gateway stands, signage, 
monuments or public art.  Although gateway elements 
and treatments should be distinctive in their own 
right, their design should also complement the design 
of the existing wayfinding program, perhaps by 
incorporating its color palette and branding images.  
Gateway treatments could vary in design and scale 
according to whether they are located at “major” 
gateway entrances – places where travelers are first 
entering the traditional downtown core, such as, the 
exit ramps off Interstate 74, and secondary gateways 
where local residents often enter Moline Centre.  
Major gateways have been identified off proposed 
new Interstate 74 ramp entrances at River Drive and 
7th Avenue (see gateway maps) and the 5th and 6th 

A pedestrian-scaled wayfinding and branding element 
in Ferndale, Michigan
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Moline Centre Gateways Map

Avenue intersection junction in Floreciente traveling 
east.  Minor gateways include River Drive at 12th 
Street and 6th Avenue and 15th Street. Even smaller-
scaled “landmark” gateway treatments, such as pole 
banners and identity signage could be installed at 
key locations, such as 5th Avenue and 12 Street and at 
6th Avenue and 15th Street, to reinforce a visitor’s or 
shopper’s awareness that they are in the traditional 
Moline Centre core.  The existing Moline Centre 
identity pole markets at 5th Avenue and 15th Street 
could serve as the landmark gateway treatments.

Alongside the wayfinding and gateway program, 
consideration should be given to designing 
and installing kiosks at certain locations to help 
provide maps and other information on downtown 
destinations to visitors and pedestrians.

figure 5.9  MOLINE CENTRE GATEWAYS MAP
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John Deere Commons

Cultural Trail/Interpretive Signage
In addition to the expanding the wayfinding program, 
a “cultural walk” could be created connecting various 
downtown destinations and landmarks such as the 5th 
Avenue retail corridor with John Deere Commons, 
Bass Landing and the Riverfront.  The cultural trail 
would include special sidewalk paving, landscaping 
treatments, and public art.  An integral element to a 
cultural walk is the installation of interpretive signage 
or plaques that could be attached to buildings or 
mounted on separate poles, monuments or bases at 
significant landmarks, buildings or sites where former 
buildings, homes and factories were once located.  
The signage could incorporate a historic photograph, 
a brief building or site history and even a quick 
response (QR) code where a website version could be 
downloaded on a smartphone.  

Creating the cultural trail could be a joint effort 
between Moline Centre Main Street, the City’s 
Historic Preservation Commission, the corporate 
community and other key stakeholders.  Some 
elements of the current streetscape program could 
be incorporated as part of the overall cultural walk 
design or, perhaps, some streetscape elements such 
as sidewalk paving could be changed or modified as 
part of the cultural walk design.

Implementation Considerations
Designs and construction documents for new 
gateways and the cultural trail should be prepared, 
ideally, as part of an overall revision to the 
Streetscape Master Plan prepared in 2005.  Design 
and construction costs could be underwritten from 
the existing Special Services Areas, ITEP monies 
and other grants.  Construction of the cultural trail 
could potentially be funded through private sector 
sponsorships and donations.

Signage element incorporating historic information 
(La Grange Park, Illinois)

Unique historic site marker (Ann Arbor, Michigan) Wayfinding Signage (Atlanta, Georgia)

Indianapolis Cultural Trail (Indianapolis, Indiana)
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V.  IMPROVE RIVERFRONT CONNECTIONS visitors and residents to the riverfront, as well as 
the creation of a special pedestrian-way along 17th 
Street connecting the traditional downtown core 
at 5th Avenue to Bass Landing and the Riverfront 
(see 17th Street Riverfront Connection).

The 17th Street pedestrian-way reinforces 
previous streetscape, roadway and urban design 
recommendations presented in the 2001 Moline 
Centre Plan with which most elements have 
already been constructed.  However, one element 
of that design scheme that has not been fully 
implemented is the installation of a bike trail 
connection and an additional overlook.  These 

elements, along with a newly landscaped park 
space, perhaps designed as a sloped or stepped 
amphitheater, a water taxi landing, public art and 
other streetscape amenities could create an attractive 
destination for tourists, residents, walkers and cyclists.  
Furthermore, additional landscaping in the 17th Street 
right-of-way to 4th and even 5th Avenues could 
encourage downtown workers and shoppers to walk 
to the riverfront.  Special paving within the 17th Street 
roadway at Bass Landing could also serve to make this 
segment an extended pedestrian space for festivals 
and events.  Additional riverfront connections are also 
suggested in the succeeding section in the Interstate 
74 Realignment Zone.

Moline Centre’s proximity to the Mississippi River is 
an important strategic advantage and partly defines 
the downtown’s identity and brand image.  However, 
it has been noted by many community stakeholders 
that visitors as well as local residents find it difficult to 
access the riverfront by car or by walking, and some 
are not even aware the Mississippi River is in close 
proximity to the traditional downtown core.  Ways in 
which to enhance awareness of the riverfront and to 
promote it as a distinct destination in Moline Centre is 
to install pedestrian-scaled wayfinding and directional 
signage in and around the traditional core directing 

17th Street Greenway Concept Plan 
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Implementation Considerations
Designs and construction documents for streetscape, 
right-of-way and riverfront enhancements along 
17th Street should be prepared, ideally, as part of 
an overall revision to the Streetscape Master Plan 
prepared in 2005.  Design and construction costs 
could be underwritten from the existing Special 
Services Areas and other grants.  Elements of the 
17th Street pedestrian way could be funded through 
the Special Service Areas, private sector support, 
especially those related to potential public art 
installations, streetscape amenities, and landscape 
improvements. 

figure 5.10  17TH STREET GREENWAY CONCEPT PLAN
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VI.  PLAN FOR FUTURE LAND DEVELOPMENT  
IN THE INTERSTATE 74 REALIGNMENT ZONE

The construction of the new Interstate 74 Bridge over 
the Mississippi River presents unique opportunities 
to introduce new commercial and residential uses, 
as well as open space and improved access to 
Mississippi River in land left over from the Interstate 
realignment – new uses that can help extend Moline 
Centre’s development pattern to the east.  Given the 
large amount of land that will become available, a rare 
opportunity exists to create a grand civic open space 
with direct connections to the riverfront.  

Even with this opportunity, care should be taken to 
maximize the value of land for future development.  
This will require balancing the realities of the real 
estate market both short and long-term with what the 
community’s vision will be for Moline Centre, and the 
Riverfront in particular.
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A riverfront bike trail Wayfinding and branding signage in Greenville, SC

Three different development scenarios are presented 
on the following pages.  Each showing a variation on 
the density of development desired and the types of 
uses to be encouraged. 

Riverfront Park
All three schemes incorporate a new riverfront park, 
which could encompass two acres and incorporate 
an extension of the Great River Bike Trail, special 
landscape features and sculpture or public art that 
could interpret in some fashion the location of the 
former Interstate 74 Bridge.  This interpretation could 
consist of special paving stones or design feature 
marking where the Bridge’s footings once stood.  
Perhaps, some portions or elements of the footings, 
which will most likely be transferred in ownership from 
IDOT to the City, could be preserved as part of the 
interpretive program.

Market Considerations
In addition to establishing new open space in the Re-
Alignment Zone, the land made available provides a 
unique development opportunity for new commercial 
and residential uses as the land will have fewer 
constraints than many other downtown parcels.  An 
office anchor in this zone will establish a new eastern 
end to Moline Centre, as well as encourage additional 
Class A office space.  Residential use may not be 
a preferred option on newly-created development 
parcels directly adjacent to the new Interstate Bridge 
and its ramps without adequate buffering.

While current demand levels do not support a new, 
full-line grocery store, projected growth of Moline 
Centre – both residential and office – could tip the 
scale in five to ten years for added demand.  The City 
should manage the long-term use options for one or 
two 30,000 square foot parcels by creating temporary 
open space so the community has the flexibility to 
permit commercial development in the future.

I-74 Realignment Area Bike Connectivity Map
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Design Guidelines
Design guidelines for the Realignment Zone 
could be considered as an effective means to 
managing the quality of new development design 
in terms of materials, scale and massing and the 
transition areas between the new development 
and single-family residential areas and the ramps 
and embankments of the new Interstate-74.  Such 
guidelines could be developed as a separate 
section of a newly-revised Moline Centre Design 
Guidelines or as a stand-alone document.

Limited Development Concept
The limited development concept proposes four 
separate one-story commercial developments ranging 
in size from a 5,000 to a 30,000 square feet housing a 
variety of tenants from a restaurant along the riverfront 
to a small-scaled grocery store at River Drive and 19th 
Street (see Limited Development Concept map).  Given 
River Drive’s importance as a transportation artery 
through Moline Centre, commercial use is suggested 
along this portion of River Drive.  All four commercial 
developments would be serviced by their own surface 
parking lots.  In addition, three office buildings ranging 
from 30,000 to 90,000 square feet each at two to 
three stories in height is suggested for land behind 
the commercial development at 21st Street.  These 
buildings would also be serviced by their own parking.  
Office uses could potentially capture technology-based 
businesses or other enterprises seeking Class A office 
space, and an advantageous location to Western Illinois 
University, the Rock Island Arsenal, the Transit Center, 
and Moline Centre’s shopping and entertainment areas.  
The former KONE corporate headquarters building is 
retained for office or light-industrial use.

figure 5.14  I-74 REALIGNMENT AREA – LIMITED DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT VIEW

An urban riverfront  park in Columubs, Ohio

A contemporary office building

Well designed commercial space with site furnishings

PLAN DATA
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PLAN DATA 

COMMERCIAL REDEVELOPMENT  
   - One-story,  5,000 sq.ft. building 

NEW RIVERFRONT PARK  
   - 2 acres on former I-74 land
   - Interpretative landscaping and    
 promenade with scenic overlook
   -  Great River Bike Trail improvements

EXISTING BUILDING TO REMAIN
   - Building to remain or be   
     repurposed for light industrial,       
 office or commercial use.

OFFICE REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Two or three-story 
   - 30,000 to 45,000 sq.ft. building

OFFICE REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Two or three-story 
   - 30,000 to 45,000 sq.ft. building

OFFICE REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Two or three-story 
   - 60,000 to 90,000 sq.ft. building

COMMERCIAL REDEVELOPMENT  
   - One-story,  6,500 sq.ft. building 
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figure 5.15  I-74 REALIGNMENT AREA – LIMITED DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN
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Expanded Office Concept
This concept proposes more dense office 
development along 21st Street in three separate 
developments ranging from three to four stories 
in height and 45,000 to 100,000 square feet of 
floor space.  These developments would replace 
the former KONE headquarters complex.  A mixed 
use development containing 30,000 square feet 
of commercial space and 45 apartment units in two 
upper stories is proposed at the corner of River 
Drive and 19th Street.  Again, this development could 
potentially house a small-scaled grocery store or a 
variety of other retail uses.  Additional residential 
and office developments are suggested at different 
locations along 19th Street and 5th and 6th Avenues 
(see Limited Development Concept map).  Again, 
the office and residential development would take 
advantage of the locations near to the riverfront, 
Moline Centre shopping and dining areas and to 
Western Illinois University.  Additional open space 
could be accommodated in the block bordered by 21st 
and 21st Streets and River Drive.

MOLINE 
CITY WATER 

DEPARTMENT

RIVER DRIVE

A bird’s eye view rendering of the expanded office development concept that 
shows potential building massing and land uses. (looking southeast)
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figure 5.16  I-74 REALIGNMENT AREA – EXPANDED OFFICE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT VIEW
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COMMERCIAL 
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   - One-story, Restaurant

NEW RIVERFRONT PARKS 

OFFICE REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Three to four-story 

COMMERCIAL 
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   - One-story
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Note:  additional details provided on the following page

A corner entry feature provides a focal point

A small community green

Mid-rise office buildings help to frame a shared open space
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PLAN DATA 

COMMERCIAL REDEVELOPMENT  
   - One-story,  5,000 sq.ft. building 

NEW RIVERFRONT PARK  
   - 2 acres on former I-74 land
   - Interpretative landscaping and    
 promenade with scenic overlook
   -  Great River Bike Trail improvements

OFFICE REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Three or four-story 
   - 75,000 to 100,000 sq.ft. building

OFFICE REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Three or four-story 
   - 45,000 to 60,000 sq.ft. building

OFFICE REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Three-story, 60,000 sq.ft. building

NEW RECREATION AREA  
   - 2.2 acres on former I-74 land
   - Active recreation programming

COMMERCIAL REDEVELOPMENT  
   - One-story,  11,000 sq.ft. building 

COMMERCIAL REDEVELOPMENT  
   - One-story,  6,500 sq.ft. building 

MIXED-USE REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Three-story,  45 unit building
   - 30,000 sq.ft. commercial anchor
   - Internal parking on first floor for   
 residential units

OFFICE REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Two-story,  16,000 sq.ft. building

RESIDENTIAL REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Two or three-story  
   - 30 to 40 unit building
   - Surface parking only

COMMERCIAL REDEVELOPMENT  
   - One-story,  6,000 sq.ft. building 
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figure 5.17  I-74 REALIGNMENT AREA – EXPANDED OFFICE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN
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Expanded Residential Concept
Instead of an office development scenario, this 
concept proposes three residential and four mixed-
use developments that would add more than 500 new 
living units and 50,000 square feet of commercial 
space.  The residential and mixed use developments 
would range in height from four to six stories.  As with 
the previous scenarios, a small scaled grocery or other 
retail uses would be located at River Drive and 19th 
Street, as well as a 5,000 square foot restaurant along 
the riverfront.  This scenario also retains the block 
reserved for open space at River Drive and 21st Street.  
As mentioned elsewhere in this plan document, young 
singles and couples, downtown workers and even 
empty nesters would comprise the main market for 
these residential uses.

Implementation Considerations
Implementing proposed redevelopment scenarios 
within the Realignment Zone will largely be driven 
over time by emerging market demand for housing, 
retail, office and light industrial uses.  It is projected 
that the new Interstate 74 Bridge would likely begin 
in 2016 or 2017 with a three to five year construction 
timetable depending on the availability of federal and 
state funding.  After the bridge’s construction, the 
City will receive the first right of refusal from IDOT 
in retaining ownership of former right-of-way land; by 
state statute, however, the City will be obligated to 
sell or trade the land for fair market value.  Therefore, 
the City will be in a unique position to conduct 
further planning for the Realignment Zone and to 
issue Requests for Proposal (RFPs) or Expressions 
of Interests (EOI) from the developer community for 
specific opportunity sites.  Planning needs to prepare 
these sites for development would include additional 
studies for transportation and infrastructure 
improvements, and design and engineering for 
urban design and streetscape enhancements and the 
proposed Riverfront Park.

MOLINE 
CITY WATER 

DEPARTMENT

RIVER DRIVE

A bird’s eye view rendering of the expanded residential development concept 
that shows potential building massing and land uses. (looking southeast)
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Currently, the Realignment Zone is zoned B-2: Central 
Business District, which is generally appropriate for 
the redevelopment scenarios suggested in this Moline 
Center Plan Update.  As an option, the City could 
zone some parcels R-6: Multi-Family Dwelling District 
if residential is strictly desired in some locations, 
especially near the riverfront zone.  A design overlay 
could also be considered to manage development 
design and ensure architectural compatibility 
within this important subarea in Moline Centre.  To 
facilitate development, the City could participate 
in underwriting the cost of infrastructure and 
streetscape improvements.  A revised Streetscape 
Master Plan may also be needed to guide urban 
design treatments in this area.  Grants from the 
Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) 
could be secured to partially underwrite the costs of 
developing the Riverfront Park. 

figure 5.18  I-74 REALIGNMENT AREA – EXPANDED RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT VIEW
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Note:  additional details provided on the following page
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I-74 Realignment Area - Expanded Residential Development Concept Plan 
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PLAN DATA 

COMMERCIAL REDEVELOPMENT  
   - One-story,  5,000 sq.ft. building 

NEW RIVERFRONT PARK  
   - 2 acres on former I-74 land
   - Interpretative landscaping and    
 promenade with scenic overlook
   -  Great River Bike Trail improvements

RESIDENTIAL REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Six-story,  100 unit building
   - Internal parking on first floor

MIXED-USE REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Five-story,  70 unit building
   - 5,000 sq.ft. commercial space
   - Internal parking on first floor

MIXED-USE REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Five-story,  90 unit building
   - 5,000 sq.ft. commercial space
   - Internal parking on first floor

NEW RECREATION AREA  
   - 2.2 acres on former I-74 land
   - Active recreation programming

MIXED-USE REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Four-story,  24 unit building
   - 5,000 sq.ft. commercial space
   - Internal parking on first floor

COMMERCIAL REDEVELOPMENT  
   - One-story,  5,500 sq.ft. building 

MIXED-USE REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Four-story,  60 unit building
   - 30,000 sq.ft. commercial anchor
   - Internal parking on floors 1 & 2

RESIDENTIAL REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Four-story,  120 unit building
   - Internal parking on first floor

RESIDENTIAL REDEVELOPMENT  
   - Three-story,  45 unit building
   - Internal parking on first floor
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figure 5.19  I-74 REALIGNMENT AREA – EXPANDED RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN
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VII.  CONDUCT BUSINESS  
DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS IN THE  
TRADITIONAL COMMERCIAL CORE

Among the Quad Cities, Moline Centre carries 
a positive image as a dining and entertainment 
destination and as a desired location for in-town living.  
The restaurant offerings have become even more 
diverse in the past few years, with the addition of 
Twenty Sports Grille, Lemongrass, and Barley and Rye 
Bistro, among others.  This restaurant cluster already 
functions as a regional destination – as district diners 
seek out for the variety it offers.  Separate from the 
Moline Centre’s restaurant cluster along Fifth Avenue, 
there may be opportunities to develop individual 
destination restaurants with a high-quality operator 
in high-design riverfront settings.  Current and future 
opportunities for high-end restaurant development 
exist at river-view sites at the KONE Building, within 
the Interstate 74 Realignment Zone, and in the 
gateway areas between Floreciente and Moline 
Centre along 12th Street.  All of these, in addition to 
serving the Moline and Quad Cities market, are also 
aligned with iWireless Center event attendees and 
business and leisure travelers using nearby lodging at 
John Deere Commons.

Retail Development
Retail uses within Moline Centre, especially along 5th 
Avenue – downtown’s main commercial street, needs 
more diversification.  With attention and effort paid to 
retail positioning along the 5th Avenue, with proximity 
to the existing restaurant cluster, the pedestrian 
traffic generated by diners, downtown employees, 
and people attractions such as the iWireless Center, 
incremental new retail could perhaps be spurred in 
the following categories:

APPAREL 
For apparel to succeed in Moline Centre, new apparel 
stores will have to be distinct from commodity-
type offerings at big-box stores and other chain 
retailers outside Moline Centre.   At the same time, 
downtown apparel offerings must fit a value-conscious 
demographic.  Boutique- styled used clothing 
stores, especially stores highlighting consignment’s 
“green” cache, is a growing sector of apparel retail, 
particularly in traditional downtown locations.  Some 
of these businesses are independents and a few are 
regional chains.

HOME FURNISHINGS  
As residential development increases in Moline 
Centre, demand for home furnishings will also 
increase, mainly generated by more young adults 
and couples living in or buying new residential units.  
Moline Centre’s existing restaurant and entertainment 
cluster suggests compatibility with a slightly “quirky” 
cluster of home furnishings businesses.  As with 
apparel, apartment or condominium tenants will tend 
to shop small-footprint independent stores, which 
could also include used or consignment offerings.  
Examples of such businesses include architectural 
salvage, popular Mid-Century Modern consignments, 
and private sellers who want to test a retail store 
format.

Green Street Consignment operates ten stores in the Mid-Atlantic 
and Northeast.

PREPARED FOODS  
While there are plenty of restaurants in Moline 
Centre, there are limited “grab-and-go” prepared 
food options.  Filling this need may be possible by 
repositioning existing businesses before attempting 
to recruit new ones.  For example, an existing 
downtown convenience store like Eagles Nest, which 
currently under-merchandises approximately 25 to 
30 percent of its interior space, could open a deli and 
prepared foods counter.

GROCERIES  
Groceries are available in Moline Centre and 
Floreciente, but the general public has a different 
perception because of the lack of a chain supermarket.  
While a full-line grocery store is not supportable at 
this time, alternative arrangements and solutions can 
fill the need (see Walgreens example in Objective 
6).  Heritage Natural Foods offers a wide selection of 
groceries, but is not widely viewed as a downtown 
grocery option.  If the operators of that business were 
open to exploring changes and adaptations to their 

A home furnishings store  

business model, the business could position itself as 
Moline’s downtown grocery store by adding:

•  Limited lines of standard grocery products, 
such as cereals, canned and jarred foods, frozen 
foods, and cookies,for example, which would 
not otherwise fall within the “natural foods” 
category;

•  A deli counter;

•  Prepared foods such as salads, a salad bar, and a 
hot food bar.

Changes to the product mix would need to be 
accompanied by a strong marketing plan to reposition 
the business in the public’s eyes, but the move 
could both strengthen an existing business and fill a 
perceived merchandise void in Moline Centre.
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•  Establishing one-year master leases with owners 
of one or more vacant storefronts downtown 
and soliciting proposals from Quad Cities 
entrepreneurs to establish pop-up stores on a 
one to three-month rotation; 

•  Identifying apparel and home furnishing 
retailers in the Quad Cities region and 
cultivating future recruitment prospects, and 

•  Identifying young entrepreneurial knowledge 
workers in the Quad Cities and establishing a 
forum that can be developed into a co-working 
facility.

Retail Development Tools
A variety of tools and methods can be used to 
stimulate new retail development in Moline Centre.  
These tools include:

POP-UP STORE  
Acquiring a master lease for a key vacancies and 
operating such spaces as “permanent pop-ups,” with 
tenants rotating on a one to three-month cycle.  In 
this model, the location remains constant with the 
exception of the occupant, use, and storefront design 
change.  A permanent pop-up is an effective way 
to allow entrepreneurs to test retail business ideas 
which can subsequently be spun off into permanent 
locations.

Startup Incubation
Co-working spaces have grown rapidly around the 
country in recent years as they are well-suited for 
knowledge workers such as application developers, 
web designers, consultants, and other independent 
business people who like the idea of working in a 
dynamic, creative environment, rather than working 
alone at home.  Co-working has often been called: 
“working alone, together.”  Typically, a person or 
small group rents a raw commercial space, sets up 
utilitarian office furnishings, and sublets the space 
in the form of memberships.  There are dozens 
of examples across the country (e.g., indyhall.org, 
affinitylab.com, cocomsp.com, for example), and most 
have membership benefits and rates posted on their 
websites. Co-working spaces could be developed in 
some of the larger commercial buildings with vacant 
upper floors.

A pop-up store in New York City Indy Hall co-working space, Philadelphia, PA.

Role of Moline Centre Main Street 
The Moline Centre Main Street program can play 
an active role in advancing business development 
objectives and activities as proposed in the Moline 
Centre Plan Update. By serving as catalyst and 
convener, the Main Street program can begin to 
diversify downtown’s business mix, the Main Street 
could undertake the following:

•  Working with existing Moline Centre specialty 
grocery retailers, such as its ethnic and natural 
food stores, to diversify their product mix 
by adding some mainstream products and 
prepared foods, and marketing their stores to 
Moline Centre residents and office workers, 

CASE STUDY: WALGREENS

As Moline Centre residential and office 
demand grow over time, demand for retail will 
also grow as well, especially in convenience 
categories such as drug store purchases and 
grocery items.   Over the past two years, 
Walgreens has been testing a new model in the 
downtowns of major cities, including Chicago.  
Their new flagship stores are 20,000 to 23,000 
square feet (compared to 13,000 to 15,000 
in their traditional formats) and offer greatly 
expanded food, beauty, and healthcare options.  
The stores stock fresh, healthy prepared 
foods, such as sushi and salads, and some offer 
amenities like juice and frozen yogurt bars. 
They also typically include a high-quality wine 
and liquor department.  In addition, the stores 
are positioning themselves as a convenient 
option for customers to seek out primary 
healthcare services, as Walgreens hopes to 
take advantage of people covered under new 
insurance plans but who lack a primary care 
physician.  While Walgreens has not yet placed 
such stores in smaller markets like Moline, it 
could do so in the future.  Moline Centre and 
the Interstate 74 Realignment Zone could be 
well-suited to this concept.

A Walgreens in Chicago, Illinois
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VIII.  ESTABLISH A WESTERN  
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY DISTRICT

Over the next several years, and depending on State 
of Illinois funding levels and other factors, the Western 
Illinois University-Quad Cities campus is projected to 
grow to include six academic buildings plus associated 
student residential housing and retail services to be 
developed by the private sector.  In turn, an expanding 
campus merits a long-term vision for how the area 
around the campus should grow and develop over 
time.  In the long-term, a “University District” with 
a more sensible and unified land use development 
pattern, urban design appearance, and pedestrian 
and transportation networks, can be created (see the 
“Long-term WIU District rendering on the following 
page).

Land Use
Long term, as University and associated development 
expands westward to 25th and 27th Streets, additional 
land may be needed for related University development 
in lands south of the railroad right-of-way and north of 
4th Avenue. This land is currently occupied by a mix 
of heavy and light industry, which could be relocated 
at some time in the future.  The University’s Phase II 
master plan proposes a sports and wellness facility 
along with several small and large-scale commercial 
and mixed use developments fronting 4th Avenue with 
pedestrian connections and bridges to the academic 
buildings to the north and Riverside Park to the south.  
It is unclear how much ground-floor commercial and 
retail space could be supported in this area given 
existing market conditions and the commercial uses 
that are already planned for River Bend Commons.  
However, residential may be a more likely possibility 
given the potential desire for students, professors and 
lecturers, young adults and empty nesters to want to 
live near a university.  Regardless, this land represents 
an opportunity for university facility expansion and to 
create a true university campus environment.

Further to the west at 5th Avenue and 23rd Street, a 
small neighborhood commercial node exists, which 
through efforts at small business development, 
encouraging façade and building improvements, 
and implementing various streetscape and urban 
design enhancements could reposition this node to 
offer more retail and dining opportunities serving 
the University market.  Other streetscape and urban 
design improvements could be implemented along 
4th Avenue to encourage pedestrian travel between 
the campus and the campus town/neighborhood 
commercial node. The single-family residential area 
between the university and the campus should remain 
single-family residential with an emphasis of housing 
rehabilitation and infill where appropriate.

A balance between residential and commercial 
uses in Moline Centre and the University district 
should be a short and long-term goal going forward.  
Additional commercial amenities in or near the 
campus should be planned accordingly so they do 
not compete with commercial uses existing in Moline 
Centre.  Ideally retail and restaurant uses should be 
restrained or discouraged in or near the University 
so the entertainment and retail emphasis remains in 
Moline Centre, within future development along the 
Realignment Zone, and in an emerging neighborhood 
business cluster at 5th Avenue and 23rd Street.  

However, the campus has particular on-site needs for 
a café, casual food options, and some convenience 
goods, serving both students and faculty, which may 
be fulfilled as part of the new River Bend Commons 
development directly to the west of the WIU-Quad 
Cities campus.  Beyond these areas, additional 
commercial development may not be able to be 
supported long-term.

Above:  three examples of identity signage for universitiesIdentity signage integrated into landscaping - Univ. of Notre DameWell-lit identity signage frames a view of an iconic campus building
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A bird’s eye view rendering of the long term vision for the Western Illinois University District (looking southwest).
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Two different development scenarios are presented 
on the following pages for the east side of the 
Realignment Zone based upon the density of 
development desired and the types of uses to be 
encouraged.  These scenarios do not incorporate any 
open space features.

Limited Residential Development Concept
Given that the land and neighborhoods in the east 
portion of Realignment Zone is mainly residential in 
land use, a limited redevelopment scheme for the 
area proposes a combination of three to four-story 
multi-family courtyard apartment buildings along 
4th Avenue and 23rd Street, and two to four flat 
developments and smaller-scale multi-family buildings 
between 5th and 6th Avenues.  The multi-family 
buildings could provide between 40 to 80 living units 
while the two to four flats would add some additional 
density in areas with there is a mix of single-family 
residential and auto-oriented commercial uses.  The 
added residential density should serve to spur new 
retail and neighborhood commercial uses, especially 
in and around the commercial node at 23rd Street 
and 5th Avenue, which could evolve into a “campus 
town” for nearby Western Illinois University.  New 
residents would also be in walking distance of the 
new riverfront park proposed for western side of the 
Realignment Zone.

In addition to the residential development, a 50,000 
to 80,000 square foot combination office and light 
industrial complex could be developed at the corner 
of River Drive and 23rd Street.  This building could 
house office, technology or research functions or even 
light industrial uses with no outdoor storage activities.  
This location may be suitable for such uses given 
the nearby planned ramps for the new Interstate 74 
Bridge at River Drive.
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A bird’s eye view rendering of the limited development concept that shows potential building massing and land uses (looking northwest).
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figure 5.21  EAST I-74 REALIGNMENT AREA – LIMITED RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT VIEW
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East I-74 Realignment Area - Limited Residential Development Concept Plan 

PLAN DATA 
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Expanded Residential Development Concept
This scenario proposes additional multi-family 
residential development along 5th Avenue with 
two additional buildings accommodating 20 to 60 
living units.  Again, additional residential density 
could help support additional retail and commercial 
development within the vicinity; new residents would 
also be in walking distance of the new riverfront park 
proposed for western side of the Realignment Zone.  
A combination office and light industrial complex at 
River Drive and 23rd Street is again proposed.

A bird’s eye view rendering of the full build-out development concept that shows potential building massing and land uses (looking northwest).
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figure 5.23  EAST I-74 REALIGNMENT AREA – EXPANDED RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT VIEW
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Limited I-74 Realignment Area - Expanded Residential Development Concept Plan 

PLAN DATA 
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Well placed curb bump-outs can create space for outdoor dining areas and decorative landscaping.

Urban Design
A comprehensive urban design program should 
be considered for the University District that 
incorporates streetscape elements, wayfinding 
signage and gateways, lighting, landscape treatments 
and pedestrian paths and bicycle trails.  The urban 
design program should strive to unify the University 
area as a cohesive, vibrant neighborhood of the City. 
Along the waterfront, gardens, water taxi landings and 
small landscaped amphitheater spaces for outdoor 
plays and music performances could be created as 
additional waterfront amenities.  An urban design and 
streetscape plan should be prepared, perhaps jointly 
between the City and Western Illinois University.

Campus wayfinding signage Building identity signage Smaller-scale gateway signage

Campus information kioskCampus branding integrated with identity elements 
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Eye-level photo-visualization of the potential character of an WIU ‘Campus Town’ located at the commercial node on 5th Avenue at 23rd Street (looking north east on 5th Avenue).Existing view of 5th Avenue at 23rd Street - looking east 

Implementation Considerations
The WIU campus is currently zoned ORT: Office/
Research and Technology District with land to 
the west and south zoned B-2: Central Business 
District.  Consideration may be given to creating a 
new University District zoning classification, which 
would allow and guide the development of university 
facilities in a manner that is compatible for the site 
and the neighboring residential and commercial areas.  
It would also serve to restrict future commercial and 
multi-family residential uses, with the exception of 
student housing, from the University area, which is 
proposed to occur in the Realignment Zone and in the 
neighborhood “campus town” node at 23rd Street and 
5th Avenue. 

figure 5.25  WIU ‘CAMPUS TOWN’ CONCEPT VISUALIZATION
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figure 5.26   FLORECIENTE PLANNING  
    FRAMEWORK STRATEGY DIAGRAM
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PLANNING STRATEGIES
Upon examination of the neighborhood’s existing 
conditions and the input from community members 
and stakeholders, a series of planning objectives 
has emerged to address prevailing issues.  When 
considered in whole, these objectives provide an over-
arching framework strategy for future improvement 
efforts within the Floreciente neighborhood.  Items 
listed below are further explained on the following 
pages.

Preliminary planning objectives for Floreciente 
include:

I. Ericsson Elementary School Site

II. 4th and 5th Avenue Corridor 
Improvements

III. Pursue East Side Gateway Development 
Opportunities

IV. Implement Urban Design and Pedestrian 
Environment Improvements

V. Foster Vital Neighborhood Centers

VI. Housing and Neighborhood  
Improvement Programs

VII. Enhance Existing Industrial Areas
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I.  ERICSSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SITE

Schools are key indicators of community vitality 
and sustainability as they influence where families 
choose to live, neighborhood property values and tax 
revenues, and the pace and location of neighborhood 
residential and commercial development.  Schools 
also offer resources to meet the social, recreational 
and health needs of the neighborhood.  The pending 
closure of Ericsson Elementary School by Moline 
School District #40 could have lingering negative 
impacts within the Floreciente neighborhood; 
however, given the school site’s size and location, as 
well as its potential to remain as a vital neighborhood 
anchor and destination, there are opportunities for 
re-use and redevelopment of the building and site.  
These opportunities include reusing Ericcson School 
as a community facility, repurposing the School’s 
playground area as neighborhood open space, and 
redeveloping the property for residential use. 

Ericsson Elementary viewed from 5th Avenue

Reuse Ericcson School as a Community Facility
In many communities, schools have been relied upon 
to house not only just educational functions but also 
health clinics, day care centers, after-school social 
programs, business support programs, adult learning 
classes and vocational support, sport programs, 
community kitchens, and cultural and performing arts 
activities.  When the school closes, these uses could 
potentially be accommodated in some fashion within 
the existing school building.  The building could also 
provide office space for other neighborhood non-
profit organizations and institutions.  In addition, 
the School’s existing grounds could be improved 
and enhanced to accommodate various outdoor 
sports and athletic activities, community gardens, 
playgrounds, and an open air shelter for outdoor 
markets and special events.  A non-profit community 
development corporation could own and manage 
the building and house various neighborhood 
revitalization programs and initiatives.
 

Milwaukee Makerspace

CASE STUDY: “MAKERSPACE” 
ERICCSON SCHOOL REUSE OPTION

In cities around the country, entrepreneurial 
hackers and tinkerers are creating 
“makerspaces,” frequently in old schools and 
vacant industrial factories and warehouses.  
Generally speaking, a makerspace is a 
community-created manufacturing center, 
which typically provides space for people 
(“makers”) to build or manufacture physical 
things such as crafts, three-dimensional 
printing, specialty parts, and food production.  
Such spaces are usually outfitted with a variety 
of shared equipment and tools and many 
resemble the co-working space model where 
individuals may become members or rent 
machinery time.  Some makerspaces may offer 
a teaching or training component that may be 
provided by a local college or university.  

A makerspace requires funders and investors 
to establish a management organization 
and to purchase equipment; however, much 
of the setup work is done by the makers 
themselves, who may build work benches or 
carry out interior renovations.  In Floreciente, 
a makerspace could also serve as a business 
incubator that helps to grow local businesses 
started by neighborhood entrepreneurs.  For 
the Erisson Elementary School, recent high 
school graduates or WIU students could 
come together and create and develop the 
makerspace.  One example of a makerspace 
is in Milwaukee, Wisconsin (Milwaukee 
Makerspace at milwaukeemakerspace.org).  

A school reused as a community center Seasonal farmer’s markets

A produce stand in a covered, open air market 
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figure 5.27   ERICCSON SCHOOL – OPEN SPACE / 
    COMMUNITY CENTER CONCEPT

figure 5.28   ERICCSON SCHOOL – RESIDENTIAL   
    DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT

Neighborhood Open Space
As suggested above, part of the existing school 
grounds could function as needed neighborhood 
open space for outdoor sports and recreational 
purposes, perhaps as a soccer field with new and 
added playground space.  A portion of the site could 
also be used for outdoor markets or “mercados 
públicos” during the spring, summer or fall where local 
merchants and entrepreneurs could sell produce, food 
staples and crafts and products.  The existing Ericcson 
School building could remain to provide space for 
locker rooms and an exercise facility.  Alternatively, a 
new but smaller building in place of Ericcson School 
could be constructed to provide the exercise and 
locker rooms needed in support of the outdoor 
recreational uses.

Residential Development
A third scenario proposes the sale of the Ericsson 
School site for private development, perhaps as 
single-family detached or attached residential homes.  
If developed as attached rowhomes, the site could 
potentially accommodate 8 to 16 units with parking 
garages located to the center of the site.  Regardless 
of whether they are developed as detached or 
attached residential homes, new development should 
be designed to reflect and be compatible with the 
building forms and styles found within the Floreciente 
neighborhood. 

Implementation Considerations
Converting the existing school building into a 
community center would require the formation of 
a private or non-profit sector ownership group that 
could finance and undertake needed renovations 
and improvements in order to offer interior spaces 
for lease to other entities.  Private and non-profit 
development is often the most efficient method of 
conversion while the City could provide technical 
assistance to identify and help leverage monies 
or access to state or federal financing programs.  
Converting the site to outdoor play spaces and 
soccer fields could be funded by grants from the 
Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR); 

Ericcson School Site - Residential Development concept plan 
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however, this may require City Parks Department 
ownership and management of the site.  In terms 
of redeveloping the Ericcson School site as new 
housing, new residential development will most likely 
require some subsidy to lower land acquisition and 
development costs given current neighborhood land 
values and Floreciente’s low household incomes.  
The neighborhood’s relatively large household sizes, 
combined with relatively young demographics, 
suggest that the local market will have a preference 
for larger housing units in order to accommodate 
growing families.
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II.  4TH AND 5TH AVENUE  
CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS

The current roadway configuration for 4th and 5th 
Avenues through Floreciente encourages automobile 
traffic to travel at higher speeds that is normally 
desired in a predominantly residential neighborhood.  
Such fast-moving traffic discourages pedestrian 
activity, makes traversing 4th and 5th Avenue less 
safe, promotes pollution and detracts from the 
neighborhood’s overall quality of life.  Suggested 
below are three different scenarios incorporating both 
short and long-term roadway improvements that can 
help slow traffic and enhance the overall pedestrian 
environment along 4th and 5th Avenues.

Traffic Calming Measures
A variety of physical design improvements are 
available to help manage the speed of traffic, and 
foster a more comfortable pedestrian environment.  
Examples include a reduction in lanes or lane widths, 
corner bump-outs, improved crosswalks and the 
introduction of additional ‘vertical’ elements such 
as street trees and decorative light posts.  At the 
very least, parking lane stripping, corner bump-outs 
and crosswalks with special striping and paving 
treatments should be considered on all intersections 
in Floreciente.  These traffic calming measures were 
also recommended in the Illinois Highway 92 Corridor 
Study.

Maintain One-Way Couplets
The current one-way travel network though the 
neighborhood could be retained as a way to maintain 
short travel times to Moline Centre, Edgewater, other 
Moline neighborhoods and destinations beyond 
the City to the east and west.  However, vehicle 
speeds will generally be higher with a less safe and 
comfortable pedestrian environment. To mitigate 
these impacts, intersections should be improved with 
marked or paved crosswalks, parking lane stripping 
where warranted, and raised medians where possible.  
Trees and landscaping treatments in the parkways 
could also serve to lower traffic speeds by promoting 
a sense of enclosure and visual interest to drivers.  

A streetscape with bump-outs and clay pavers A corner bump-out with native plantings Brick sidewalks and pedestrian-scale lighting  

Boulevard lighting with identity elementsA highly visible, decorative crosswalk 
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figure 5.29  EXISTING 4TH AVENUE CROSS SECTION figure 5.29  POTENTIAL 4TH AVENUE CROSS SECTION 

Convert 4th and 5th Avenues to Two-Way Travel
The Illinois Highway 92 Corridor Study suggests 
scenarios in which 4th and 5th Avenues could be 
converted from way to two-way travel.  Two-way 
travel along these streets would have several benefits, 
including lower traffic speeds, fewer vehicle turns 
and more direct routes for travelers seeking their 
destinations within the neighborhood, and maintain 
or even increase on-street parking locations.  From a 
land use perspective, it would provide direct access 
and more visibility for neighborhood parks, institutions 
and commercial nodes.  Most importantly, it would also 
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Typical existing cross-section on 4th Avenue  Potential two-way cross-section on 4th Avenue, with corner bump-outs 

provide a more safe and predictable environment for 
pedestrians. The Corridor Study provides a basis for 
understanding the constraints and opportunities in 
implementing a conversion of this scope.  Permission 
from IDOT to undertake the conversion and additional 
study and engineering will be needed.

Implementation Considerations
Traffic calming measures and converting the 4th and 
5th Avenues to two-way travel will require further study 
and analysis to determine exact impacts to the Level 

A view looking west on 4th Avenue at 89th Street shows a wide 
roadway with few pedestrian amenities.

of Service, potential new roadway geometries and 
needed modifications to certain intersections where 
streets enter Moline Centre as 4th and 6th Avenues 
will most likely retain its one-way travel configurations 
through the downtown.  The City of Moline be largely 
responsible for financing traffic calming improvements 
and the two-way conversion if undertaken.  The 
Illinois Highway 92 Corridor Study provided an 
initial estimate of more than $1.1 million to implement 
intersection improvements, stripping and signalization 
enhancements needed to convert 4th and 5th Avenues 
to two-way travel.   
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figure 5.31  EAST SIDE GATEWAY – RESIDENTIAL CONCEPT VIEW 

III.  PURSUE EAST SIDE GATEWAY 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

The planned transit station at 4th Avenue and 12th 
Street should promote new development interest 
and opportunities in this area that borders both 
Floreciente and Moline Centre.  Previous plans have 
identified this area as an important “gateway” into 
both neighborhoods where housing and mixed-
use developments should be encouraged.  This 
Moline Centre Plan proposes that housing and 
commercial/mixed-use developments should continue 
to be considered along with an added scenario 
of positioning the gateway area as a potential 
entertainment district, given the location of the 
iWireless Center nearby and the potential need to 
accommodate new iWireless Center facilities.

Historic Resources
It should be noted that potential development 
opportunity sites in the gateway would impact the 
northwestern edge of the Moline Downtown National 
Register Historic District with the potential loss of two 
to six contributing buildings.

Residential Focus
In the gateway area west of 12th Street, new mixed-
use and residential developments are suggested to 
take advantage of the nearby transit center location, 
businesses along 5th Avenue in Moline Centre, and 
travel distance to nearby industrial and employment 
centers.  Going north along 12th Street between 
5th and 6th Avenues, one rowhome/townhouse 
development at three stories, with five to ten units 
is proposed; along with a residential four-story 
apartment building at the southeast corner of 5th 
Avenue and 12th Street.  A larger five-story mixed use 
building with 10,000 to 15,000 square feet of ground 

floor retail space and 40 upper-floor apartment 
units could be located on the half-block between 
4th and 5th Avenues.  This development site could 
potentially incorporate an internal parking structure 
servicing the development.   Further north, between 
the railroad right-of-way and 4th Avenue, another 
mixed-use development with ground-floor retail and 
80 apartment units and internal parking is suggested.  
At the corner of River Drive and 12th Street, a one to 
two-story commercial building housing a restaurant 
use could take advantage of a unique location near 
the iWireless Center.  
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Entertainment Focus
This development scenario replaces the mixed-use 
development concepts proposed above between 
5th Avenue and the railroad right-of-way with a new 
indoor recreation facility associated with the iWireless 
Center.  This facility would be approximately 30,000 
square feet in size with an additional 8,000 square 
feet for retail uses.  A parking deck to the north would 
accommodate parking needs in the vicinity, as well 
as an additional 10,000 to 15,000 square feet for 
additional retail and commercial space. 

RIVER DRIVE

12tH  STREET

5tH  AVENUE

6
tH  AVENUE

A bird’s eye view rendering looking northwest, at the entertainment focus concept that shows potential building massing and land uses.Johnny’s Ice House in Chicago, Illinois
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figure 5.32  EAST SIDE GATEWAY – ENTERTAINMENT CONCEPT VIEW
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IV.  PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT 
IMPROVEMENTS

Several areas with Floreciente have emerged 
as important pedestrian connections, deserving 
particular focus for various urban design treatments 
and enhancements.

Pedestrian Paths and Connections
Neighborhood residents have identified 5th Avenue 
at 4th and 6th Streets as intersections needed various 
improvements to promote pedestrian safety and 
comfort.  These improvements could include curb 
extensions, specially paved or raised crosswalks, and 
median refuges.

5th Avenue Soil Erosion Mitigation
Neighborhood residents have identified soil erosion 
from the bluff line along 5th Avenue as a principal 
reason for why pedestrians do not use the south 
sidewalks along this thoroughfare.  At times after 
storms and weather events, eroded soil deposits on 
to the sidewalks, often making them too muddy to 
traverse.  Methods to reduce soil erosion include 
restoring the bluff’s native vegetation and habitat, 
removing debris, and changing the slope in certain 
locations to improve drainage.

Parkway Improvements
In some neighborhood locations, parkways are 
missing trees and curbs and some sidewalks are in 
deteriorating condition.  A parkway improvement 
program should be developed, funded and 
implemented to facilitate parkway enhancements.  
Tree plantings could occur as part of neighborhood 
“clean and green” activities and funded from both 
public and private sources.

Poor pedestrian environment along Railroad Avenue

Railroad Avenue Landscape Buffer
Over the years, a number of landscaping and physical 
improvements have taken place along Railroad Avenue 
to help provide additional parking and buffer the 
neighborhood’s residential area to south from the 
John Deere industrial complex to the north.  However, 
in some areas, there is still a demonstrable need to 
maintain previous improvements along with adding new 
curbs and missing infrastructure, and incorporating new 
landscaping and urban design treatments to increase 
buffering and create a more definable and visually-

Install High-Visibility Crosswalks

One-Way Neckdown
& Curb Extension

Install Sidewalk

EXISTING

TYPICAL PEDESTRIAN SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY IMPROVEMENTS
5TH AVENUE AND 6TH STREET

PROPOSED CONCEPT
6th Street

5th Avenue

Improved Bus 
Stop Shelter 

5th Avenue at 6th Street Intersection existing conditions 5th Avenue at 6th Street Intersection safety improvements (assumes two-way conversion of 5th Ave.)

appealing neighborhood space along Railroad Avenue.  
A Railroad Avenue landscape improvement plan should 
be created to outline an overall design scheme, which 
could incorporate new trees and plantings, new parking 
areas, crosswalk improvements and sustainable design 
features such permeable pavers, bio-swales and rain 
gardens.  In any landscape improvement scheme, 
clearings should be planned at certain points along 
Railroad Avenue to ensure views of the William White 
Machine Shop, an identified important historic resource 
within Floreciente.

figure 5.33  INTERSECTION SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS DIAGRAM
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in need of improvement.
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parallel parking areas exist.  Major 
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Focus additional landscape and 
design improvements near 
El Mexicano Restaurant.

Preserve and enhance view 
looking north at the Williams 
White Machine Shop Building.

Railroad Avenue Landscape Buffer Conditions Map
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figure 5.34  RAILROAD AVENUE LANDSCAPE BUFFER CONDITIONS MAP
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Sylvan Island
Over the last several decades, Sylvan Island, once the 
home of a Republic Steel Company plant, has been 
transformed as an important open space, recreational 
and conservation area for Moline residents.  It is 
regarded in the region as a destination for nature-
watching, fishing, walking, rowing and cycling.  
Currently, the Island is connected to Floreciente by two 
bridges, a wagon bridge constructed by the Baltimore 
Bridge Company in 1872, and the other serving 
railroad traffic first built by the Detroit Bridge and Iron 
Company in 1891.  Both bridges are considered the 
oldest and most historically significant bridges in the 
Quad Cities region.  The wagon bridge was recently 
closed due to safety concerns and an engineering 
study commissioned by the City in 2013 estimated that 
rehabilitating the structure would cost approximately 
1.7 million.  Currently there is no access to Sylvan 
Island due to the bridge closure; however, the City has 
applied for and received a state grant to fund a bridge 
replacement project.  It is unclear if the existing bridge 
is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic 
Places.

With the pending replacement of the wagon bridge, 
an opportunity exists to improve pedestrian paths 
for local residents to the Sylvan Island and Sylvan 
Island Gateway Park along 2nd, 4th and Railroad 
Avenues and 2nd and 46th Streets.  Pedestrian path 
improvements could include enhanced crosswalks, 
parking or empty lot screening, universal design 
improvements for people with disabilities, new parkway 
trees and landscaping, special sidewalk pavement 
treatment, railroad crossing upgrades, and small-scale 
wayfinding signage for pedestrians and cyclists.  If the 
bridge is replaced, interpretative signage should be 
installed at the Gateway Park to provide information 
and visual history of the bridge.  Other infrastructure 
improvements that should be considered is the 
rehabilitation of  the Sylvan Slough limestone wall.  

The City should continue to support efforts to 
maintain and enhance Sylvan Island as a destination 
area for cycling, fishing, jogging, bird-watching, 
canoeing and even industrial archaeology and 
heritage tourism.  In years past, partnerships with the 
Illinois Department of Natural Resources, River Action 
and other advocacy groups have played key roles 
in securing funding and resources to improve and 
maintain the Island.  An updated Parks and Recreation 
Master Plan to be completed in 2014 will recommend 
a number of short to long term improvements to 
the Island.  A more comprehensive management 
plan could be created to determine more specific 
enhancements related to industrial archaeology 
and heritage tourism and potential public-private 
partnerships that could help underwrite such 
enhancements.

Sylvan Island Bridge is now closed to use Sylvan Island Bridge

Implementation Considerations
Design and construction documents for intersection 
and pedestrian path improvements, wayfinding 
signage and the Railroad Avenue landscape buffer will 
need to be prepared.  The intersection improvements, 
especially in regards to the curb bump-outs and 
extensions, should be explored further as part of 
an overall study to potentially convert 4th and 5th 
Avenues from one-way to two-way travel.  Parkway 
enhancements could be planned and undertaken 
as part of an overall capital improvements program 
for Floreciente prepared and implemented by the 
City.  A portion of that capital improvement program 
could be undertaken by one or several neighborhood 
groups, especially in regards to the more critical 
parkway needs such as new tree plantings and basic 
landscaping treatments. 

The soil erosion issues along 5th Avenue could be 
addressed as part of a comprehensive assessment 
of such issues along the entire bluff line in Moline, 
which could be funded through state and foundation 
sources. Improvements to bike trials and other 
amenities to Sylvan Island could also be funded 
through state grants, principally through the Illinois 
Department of Natural Resources.
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V.  FOSTER VITAL NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS

With a focused effort at providing entrepreneurial 
support and incentives, the traditional commercial 
storefront clusters at 4th Avenue and 1st, 2nd, and 
7th Streets, could be developed as neighborhood 
retail nodes with clusters of ethnic Hispanic/Mexican 
businesses, such as groceries, restaurants, apparel, 
and house wares.  Key elements of a revitalization 
program for these potential centers should include;

•  Building improvement incentives for both 
exterior design improvements and interior build-
out, 

•  A new small business venture fund that could 
provide low interest loans and grants to 
prospective entrepreneurs and,

•  In order to grow a local business cluster, existing 
Floreciente businesses may have the capacity 
to open a second business in the neighborhood, 
selling a complementary product or service.  
These businesses could serve as starting point 
for neighborhood business development as they 
already know the neighborhood and consumer 
market, and have developed a sustainable 
business model.

Potential exists for a vibrant public space near 4th Ave. and 7th St.

Another important key to fostering strong and vibrant 
commercial activity in Floreciente is the creation of a 
neighborhood or community development corporation 
that could provide technical and financial assistance 
to property owners and prospective entrepreneurs 
for building improvements and business start-ups.  
The development corporation could also serve as an 
effective liaison between neighborhood stakeholders 
and the City of Moline, local banks and financial 
institutions, foundations and philanthropic institutions, 
and industries and corporations.  This liaison role 
can help to forge important partnerships to help 
leverage human and financial resources to facilitate 
the revitalization of the neighborhood’s important 
commercial assets.  Key commercial nodes where 
revitalization efforts should be concentrated include 
the node at 4th Avenue and 7th Street and at 4th 
Avenue between 1st and 2nd Streets.

Neighborhood Core – 4th Avenue and 7th Street
Centrally located within the Floreciente neighborhood, 
this well-established cluster of commercial and 
neighborhood-serving uses at the intersection of 
4th Avenue and 7th Street provides a significant 
opportunity to create a true community center.  
Although there are only two commercial buildings in 
this node, the one-block stretch of 4th Avenue between 
7th and 8th Streets could provide a unique setting for 
neighborhood special events and social activities.  The 

street itself could be enhanced with brick pavers, new 
lighting, sidewalks and curbs, and a new “Floreciente” 
gateway sign at the intersection.  The one traditional 
commercial building facing 4th Avenue could be re-
used a restaurant space with a sidewalk extension for 
outdoor dining and entertainment.  All buildings within 
this node would receive façade, storefront and signage 
improvements to help return them to their approximate 
original appearance.   A concept illustration is shown on 
the following page.

A pedestrianized street in Oak Park, Illinois
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An artist’s concept rendering of a potential pedestrianized street on 4th Avenue at 7th Street (looking east).   Image provided by Ed Tillrock. 

figure 5.35  4TH AVENUE STREETSCAPE CONCEPT ILLUSTRATION
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Theater Node – 4th Avenue  
between 1st and 2nd Streets
The existing theater building and other traditional 
commercial storefronts along 4th Avenue between 1st 
and 2nd Streets constitute another potential commercial 
node at Floreciente’s western edge.  Though currently 
vacant, the existing theatre building has potential 
to be a distinct neighborhood attraction.  However, 
vacant theaters, especially small neighborhood 
theaters, present special reuse challenges in regards to 
financing movie projection equipment and in on-going 
operations and management.  As a reuse strategy, the 
neighborhood should first explore for what alternative 
uses could fit the existing building.  Since the building 
was designed for assembly that makes it well-suited to 
“theater-like” uses, for example:

•  A movie theater showing Spanish-language films 
or videos with a cinema-restaurant format

•  Event rental for parties, community events and 
weddings

•  Arts cooperative or gallery

•  A lecture or presentation hall

Alternative adaptations for the theater could include:
•  Restaurant

•  Retail

•  Public market

•  Gym/fitness center

•  City offices

The theater could potentially be eligible for the federal 
Historic Preservation Tax Credit as one incentive to 
facilitate its rehabilitation and reuse.  Small business 
loans and grants could also be used for encourage 
business start-ups not only in the theater building but 
also in other buildings located within this node. 

Implementation Considerations
The City’s existing small business and façade 
rehabilitation incentive programs should targeted 
in the identified neighborhood nodes to encourage 
business start-ups and appropriate storefront and 
building improvements.  Additionally, building owners, 
developers and prospective entrepreneurs who chose 
to invest in Floreciente could be offered a bonus 
grant or loan amount. Crowdsourcing could also be 
employed to identify supportable businesses desired 
by Floreciente residents and visitors.  
 
Design and construction documents will also be 
needed for streetscape and other urban design 
improvements in making the nodes along 4th Avenue 
attractive places and destinations for neighborhood 
commercial activities, gatherings and events.  
Financing sources for such improvements could 
potentially come from ITEP monies, the City’s Capital 
Improvements Program, and even private sector 
sources, including corporations and foundations.  Tax-
Increment Financing District and Special Service Area 
funding mechanisms could also be considered but 
would require additional study for feasibility. 

The vacant theater on 4th Avenue could be a unique destination 

Bagdad Theatre and Pub in Portland, OR
The McMenamen’s chain specializes in the adaptive reuse of 

historic buildings as hotels and entertainment uses. A photo-visualization of potential improvements in the Theater Node area.

figure 5.36  THEATER NODE CONCEPT VISUALIZATION
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VI.  HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOOD 
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS

Floreciente is one of Moline’s most well-established 
traditional neighborhoods with a strong Hispanic 
identity.  Like many traditional neighborhoods 
in communities around the country, maintaining 
neighborhood stability and quality of life through 
housing rehabilitation and other improvements 
are constant challenges, especially in securing 
needed funds and in encouraging property owner 
participation.  Housing rehabilitation efforts in 
particular can help enhance the neighborhood’s 
design character and urban form, improve property 
values, maintain the neighborhood’s socioeconomic 
make-up and build resident pride-of-place.

It is suggested that programs and initiatives aimed at 
improving the physical conditions of existing homes 
should be created and implemented with financial 
marketing and organizational tools available to local 
residents. 

A typical side street in Floreciente has a variety of interesting character elements – such as brick streets with wide tree lawns, etc.  
In many locations, these elements are in need of maintenance.  

Establish a Housing  
Rehabilitation Incentive Program
A neighborhood housing rehabilitation incentive 
program should be established offering grants or 
below-market financing to current residents for 
making property improvements and new residents 
seeking to rehabilitate new homes up to certain 
neighborhood design standards.  Incentives, at first, 
could be targeted to certain neighborhood blocks in 
order to facilitate exterior housing improvements and 
to build momentum for additional private investments 
along adjacent blocks.  Targeted blocks need not be 
ones with the most needs but rather where there 
may be a strong likelihood of positive and visible 
neighborhood change.

The incentive program could come in the following 
forms:

LOW-INTEREST REHABILITATION LOAN PROGRAM  
New homebuyers would be eligible for low-interest 
loans to make improvements in conjunction with 
property purchase within a targeted block.  The loan 
would typically carry a fixed interest rate that may 
be 1 percent below the 60-day Fannie Mae rate with 
the home buyer contributing three to five percent of 
the purchase price from their own funds.  The buyer 
may then borrow the balance of the funds needed 
to buy and renovate the home, possibly as much as 
110 percent of the after-rehabilitation appraisal of the 
property.  There would be no homeowner income 
restrictions on loan program use and all applicants 
must have the ability to pay the loan back and meet 
standard underwriting requirements.  The City or 
a neighborhood development corporation could 
also require that converted apartment homes be 
rehabilitated as single-family residences as a condition 
for loan approval.

REHABILITATION GRANT PROGRAM  
Existing homeowners within Floreciente would be 
eligible for $5,000 or $10,000 matching grants to 
undertake various exterior property improvements, 
including painting, siding removal and installation, 
landscaping, lighting and other site improvements.  
There should be no homeowner income restrictions 
to use the grant program; they must also match the 
grant with their monies.  The grant program could be 
structured as a forgivable loan whereby the property 
owner must undertake the improvements and live in 
the residence for five years.  If the property owner 
fails to meet such requirements, the owner is subject 
to loan recapture.

DESIGN ASSISTANCE  
Basic design and architectural assistance could be 
provided to grant or loan applicants to ensure that 
proper home rehabilitation methods and procedures 
are followed and a desired neighborhood appearance 
is achieved with grant or loan proceeds.  The design 
assistance could be provided by the City of the 
neighborhood development corporation.

A rehabilitated home Homes under rehabilitation
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HOMEBUYER COUNSELING  
Counseling can be provided to prospective 
homeowners on topics related to house maintenance 
and repair, and maintaining a good mortgage payment 
history. 

DESIGN MANUAL  
In addition to design assistance, a design manual 
can be prepared by the City or the neighborhood 
development corporation to provide guidelines and 
best practices to exterior housing rehabilitation.  The 
manual could cover topics such as siding repair and 
removal, painting, porch repair and replacement, 
new additions, landscaping, garages, and driveways.  
Photos, images and graphics could help illustrate and 
describe rehabilitation methods and standards.

Financing the incentive program could come from 
several different sources, including municipal general 
revenues, grants and loan programs from the Illinois 
Department of Commerce and Community Affairs and 
the Illinois Housing Development Authority, regional 
and local foundations, private lenders in the area 
and community housing development organizations 
(CHDO’s).  Administration and management of the 
financial incentive programs could be undertaken 
by the City or in partnership with a neighborhood 
development corporation that could have the 
additional responsibilities of program marketing 
and promotion.  Alternatively, the neighborhood 
development corporation could also manage this 
program on behalf of other Moline neighborhoods.

Neighborhood Marketing
Floreciente has many assets and positive qualities 
that should be more actively marketed and promoted 
to realtors, lenders and prospective homeowners.  
Marketing activities can help change local attitudes 
and perceptions about Floreciente and help 
shape a more consistent, positive image regarding 
neighborhood housing opportunities and quality of 
life.  Furthermore, marketing efforts should not just 
be seen as supplemental to housing rehabilitation 
initiatives proposed above but as important and 
integral to building momentum for housing and 
neighborhood improvements, attracting future 
homebuyers and in engaging current residents in 
neighborhood revitalization efforts.    

A Floreciente marketing program could encompass 
two different set of activities: neighborhood-based 
events such as block parties and festivals organized by 
local residents and neighborhood organizations, and 
print and internet-based tools that promote financial 
incentive programs, recently rehabilitated homes for 
sale, before and after pictures of home improvements, 
neighborhood amenities, and local lending 
sources.  Internet-based tools could also include a 
neighborhood blog that allows local residents to 
post stories about their home rehabbing experiences 
and life in the neighborhood.  Ideally, neighborhood 
marketing activities should be the function of a 
neighborhood development corporation.

Establish a Neighborhood  
Development Corporation
Implementing and managing a housing rehabilitation 
program along with other important neighborhood 
revitalization initiatives will require local stakeholders 
and residents to be well-organized and motivated to 
facilitate short and long-term change.  In other words, 
a well-funded and staffed organization structure, 
such as a neighborhood development corporation 
or other community development entity, should be 
created to help manage new neighborhood incentive 
programs, provide technical and financial assistance 
to homeowners and entrepreneurs, produce special 
events and marketing programs, and help build social 
capital for long-term neighborhood growth and 
vibrancy.  A neighborhood development corporation 
could be established and funded through a variety 
of sources, including municipal contributions, 

Above:  before and after images of a rehabilitated home 
in Rock Island, Illinois

Floreciente has a unique neighborhood character
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foundations and philanthropic support, memberships 
and sponsorships, and revenues streams from special 
service areas (SSAs) and business improvement 
districts (BIDs).  Alternatively, a neighborhood 
development corporation could be constituted 
or restructured from an existing neighborhood 
organization or entity.  

A neighborhood development corporation typically 
undertakes many or several of the following activities:

•  Real estate development – purchase, 
rehabilitation and selling of residential, 
commercial and industrial buildings

•  Affordable housing development

•  Small business technical assistance, lending and 
incubation

•  Workforce and vocational training

•  Neighborhood planning and urban design 
improvements

•  Day care and early childhood educations

•  Neighborhood health clinics and services

•  Youth development and creation

•  Community consensus-building

A successful neighborhood development corporation 
should enjoy broad-based support in its activities 
by neighborhood stakeholders, a clear vision and 
strategic plan for developing internal human and 
financial resources to carry out the organization’s 
mission, and a willingness to adapt to changing 
conditions and opportunities.  Floreciente 
stakeholders should seek assistance and consultation 
in establishing a neighborhood development 
corporation from the Local Initiatives Support 
Corporation (LISC) or other entities with experience 
in successful neighborhood revitalization.

Preserve Important Historic Resources and 
Pursue Adaptive Use Opportunities
The Mission Tabernacle Church has been identified as 
a significant neighborhood historic resource in need 
of preservation and rehabilitation.  Currently, the 
Church is showing signs of spalling and deteriorating 
brick due mainly to water infiltration on its exterior 
elevations, which could lead to far more significant 
building safety and structural issues if not addressed 
promptly.  The church has also been identified as 
potentially eligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places, which could make it eligible for 
the federal Historic Preservation Tax Credits if it 
re-used in a income-producing capacity.  Clearly, 
maintaining the building as a functioning church or 
religious institution is preferable, and ways in which 
the existing congregation can undertake restoration 
and rehabilitation before the building experiences 
additional deterioration should be explored.  

As a first step, a conditions survey should be 
completed to help determine exact exterior and 
interior building conditions and what methods and 
techniques should be employed to address important 
maintenance and rehabilitation concerns.  Ways 
in which a religious congregation can generate 
additional income to underwrite a conditions 
survey and a building maintenance program include 
shared space and leasing agreements with other 
organizations, such arts groups, social services, 
day-care centers and job training sites and the 
development of a capital fundraising strategy.  If 
long-term use as a church or religious building is not 
viable, adaptive use opportunities could be explored, 
include adapting the building as living spaces and 
apartments, condominiums, a bed and breakfast, 
offices, co-working spaces, a conference center and a 
music or performing arts space.  Again, only income-
producing uses would be eligible to take the Historic 
Preservation Tax Credit. 

Conduct Preservation Planning
Previous historic resource survey efforts in Moline 
were last conducted in the neighborhood more 
than 25 years ago.  A new historic resource survey 
should be conducted to update previous surveys and 
inventories and determine the number of buildings 
that may be historically and architecturally significant 
to the neighborhood and the City of Moline.  The 
identification of such resources can help the City and 
neighborhood stakeholders plan more effectively for 
their long-term preservation, as well as determine if 
Floreciente could qualify as a district in the National 
Register Historic District.  While it may be unlikely 
that the neighborhood would be eligible for National 
Register designation at this point, given the number 
of homes that have been re-sided and altered over 
the years, the survey could provide critical data and 
information on how homes and the neighborhood in 
general looked like in the past.  This in turn can help 
provide a design direction for the neighborhood, 
especially in regards to housing rehabilitation 
efforts that focus on removing artificial siding and 
restoring missing home features such as porches.  
The neighborhood design direction should be 
summarized within the design manual as mentioned 
previously.  Over time, historic preservation-based 
housing improvements can dramatically enhance 
neighborhood appearances and build a special sense 
of place for Floreciente.

Implementation Considerations
Implementing various aspects of the housing and 
neighborhood improvement program should start with 
determining whether a new neighborhood development 
corporation should be established to carry out a more 
comprehensive revitalization program for Floreciente 
or if an existing agency or entity to assume that mission.  
Two existing organizations that could likely assume a 
broader neighborhood revitalization mission would 
be Project Now and the Floreciente Neighborhood 
Association; however, Project Now delivers a number of 
social service programs for a three-county area, which 
could restrict its ability to manage a Floreciente-focused 
revitalization effort, while the Neighborhood Association 
is currently not staffed and lacks organizational 
capacity. A neighborhood summit or a convening of 
key Floreciente stakeholders and leaders should be 
undertaken to consider the best organizational and 
funding approaches to a comprehensive neighborhood 
revitalization program.  Floreciente leaders should also 
consult with the Local Initiatives Support Corporation 
(LISC), a national non-profit neighborhood revitalization 
organization, to assist in determining the appropriate 
path in addressing organizational issues.

In regards to the adaptive use projects, the City 
could offer low-interest loans or grants to potential 
developers seeking to use the federal historic 
preservation tax credit as part of the overall project 
financing.   Alternatively, the City and its development 
partners could convene or form a co-developer/investor 
team that could purchase the property and develop 
it or secure services a fee developer experienced in 
adaptive use and the tax credits.  However, a historic 
structures or feasibility report should be commissioned 
to determine costs in adapting the building to new 
uses.  Certified Local Government grants for the Illinois 
Historic Preservation Agencies could be used to fund 
future architectural and historical surveys in Floreciente.
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VII.  ENHANCE EXISTING INDUSTRIAL AREAS

This Neighborhood Plan recognizes that Floreciente 
will continue to be home to many small and 
large –scaled industries, which provide jobs and 
employment for residents of the neighborhood 
and the Quad Cities at large.  However, industrial 
uses, especially those located within Floreciente’s 
residential areas, should blend in more seamlessly 
into the neighborhood fabric in terms of its building 
and site design and landscaping.  This recommends 
to principal industrial area improvement strategies, 
frontage enhancements to heavy industrial sites and a 
design improvement program for light industrial uses. 

Industrial frontage conditions along River Drive

Frontage Improvements on Heavy Industrial Sites
Additional landscaping and buffering treatments should 
be encouraged along property edges and between 
industrial uses in order to reduce visual impacts and 
create a more “green” physical environment.  Parking 
lot frontages, especially the lots located south of River 
Drive, should receive landscaping treatments, perhaps 
including new trees, plantings and low knee walls to 
help screen the parking lots along the sidewalks, the 
roadway and the railroad right-of-way.      

Design Guidelines for Light Industrial Uses
Within Floreciente’s residential district, light industrial 
businesses are often located alongside homes and 
small-scale commercial and residential uses.  These 
industries could also benefit from landscaping and 
exterior building improvements as a way to promote 
more visual compatibility with the surrounding 
residential building fabric.  Such improvements could 
include building frontage and parking lot landscape 
improvements, façade rehabilitation and remodeling, 
and well-designed and scaled signage.  Design 
guidelines and an industrial building improvement 
program with incentives could be developed to 
encourage such improvements.  Such design guidelines 
could be incorporated as part of a neighborhood 
design manual as mentioned previously with a industrial 
building improvement program managed by the City or 
a neighborhood development corporation.

Implementation Considerations
Encouraging frontage improvements could be 
accomplished through the establishment of new 
incentives and any modifications that may needed 
in zoning buffer yard requirements to enhance 
landscaping treatments in buffer spaces between 
industrial and residential uses.  As mentioned above, 
landscaping and building improvements for industrial 
properties could be eligible expenses as part of 
industrial building improvement program managed by 
the City or a neighborhood development corporation.  
Funding sources could come from Tax-Increment 
Financing District and Special Service Area funding 
mechanisms, although they would require additional 
study for feasibility

Landscape screening along surface parking lots.  These areas can also accommodate storm water runoff from sidewalks and parking lots. A light industrial use 

A light industrial use 
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edgewater 
PLANNING STRATEGIES
Upon examination of the neighborhood’s existing 
conditions and the input from community members 
and stakeholders, a series of planning objectives 
has emerged to address prevailing issues.  When 
considered in whole, these objectives provide an over-
arching framework strategy for future improvement 
efforts within the Edgewater neighborhood.  Items 
listed below are further explained on the following 
pages.

Preliminary planning objectives for Edgewater 
include:

I. Implement River Drive Traffic Calming 
Measures

II. Pursue 4th Avenue Corridor 
Improvements

III. Improve Neighborhood Street 
Connections

IV. Develop River Drive Opportunity Sites

V. Pursue Adaptive Use Opportunities

VI. Enhance Appearances of the 
Neighborhood’s Industrial Areas

figure 5.37  EDGEWATER PLANNING FRAMEWORK STRATEGY DIAGRAM
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I.  IMPLEMENT RIVER DRIVE  
TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURES

Along with 4th Avenue, River Drive is a major 
transportation route within the Edgewater 
neighborhood linking it to the Western Illinois 
University-Quad Cities campus, Moline Centre, 
Floreciente, and to East Moline and communities 
located further east.  River Drive is heavily used 
by both cars and light and heavy trucks servicing 
industries located in both Floreciente and Edgewater.  
It is also a significant barrier for pedestrians wishing 
to access the Ben Butterworth Memorial Parkway 
and the riverfront.  Promoting a more safe and 
comfortable pedestrian environment along River 
Drive has been expressed by many neighborhood 
stakeholders during the planning process as a key 
planning goal going forward.

The primary planning strategy for improving River 
Drive’s pedestrian environment is to implement 
several traffic-calming measures.  Traffic calming is a 
set of street design alternatives and traffic rules that 
serve to slow and reduce traffic while providing a 
more comfortable environment for pedestrians and 
cyclists.  The fundamental principle behind traffic 
calming is the belief that streets are valuable public 
spaces that should be shared equally by all users. 
Most traffic calming mechanisms are simple in their 
design and implementation and can be easily modified 
to accommodate emergency vehicles, garbage trucks, 
and buses when needed.  

River Drive is a fast moving and heavily used corridor, with a number of visual obstructions due to the road’s geometry.

Traffic calming strategies for River Drive can be 
summarized as follows (see Traffic Calming Measures 
map on following page for specific locations):

A. To highlight the 34th Street as an access point 
to the Ben Butterworth Memorial Parkway, install 
a gateway monument or identity signage at one 
of the corners of 34th Street and River Drive.  A 
dynamic or radar speed feedback sign, which makes 
drivers aware when they are driving past the speed 
limit, could also be installed.  The feedback sign 
should be installed as a permanent sign in scale with 
other signage along the roadway.  It should not be 
attached as part of a trailer.

B. To calm traffic and improve pedestrian and 
bicycle connections at 41st Street, high-visibility 
pedestrian crossings and pedestrian signal heads 
with countdown clocks should be installed. Curb 
cuts should also be installed to provide trail access 
for bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 41st Street.

C. Most areas along River Drive have trees but 
this portion between 42nd and 44th Streets does 
not and is bare.  In this location, install landscaping 
on the north side of River Drive.

D. Install a gateway feature, landscaping, and a 
posted speed limit and a dynamic speed feedback 
sign that displays travel speed to approaching 
motorists.  Traffic calming measures are specifically 
needed at this location as a change in land use 
occurs from industrial to residential.

E. Install high-visibility pedestrian crossings and 
pedestrian signal heads with countdown clocks. 
Since the Ben Butterworth Memorial Parkway does 
not travel parallel to River Drive at this location, a 
sidewalk is needed on the north side of River Drive.  
To further calm traffic, plant trees on south side of 
River Drive to visually narrow the road.

Planted median with trees and distinct landscaping

Curb extensions reduce pedestrian crossing distances
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River Drive Traffic Calming Measures Map

Implementation Considerations
Installing traffic calming measures along River Drive 
will require preparation of a detailed design plan 
and cost estimates for where landscaping, sidewalk, 
signage, intersection and gateway improvements 
should take place.  Dynamic speed feedback signs and 
pedestrian countdown timers can be purchased by 
the City through its Capital Improvements Program.

The 2009 River Drive Corridor Concept Plan provides 
additional direction on creating a River Drive that 
promotes a “lower-speed, high amenity experience 
that emphasizes the natural experience along Ben 
Butterworth Parkway and the Mississippi River.” This 
Plan recommends new pedestrian lighting standards, 
adequate sidewalks, street furniture, a wayfinding 
system, and street signage with a “River Drive icon” as 
ways in which to achieve a more “scenic by-way or trail 
experience” along this transportation route.

figure 5.38  RIVER DRIVE TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURES MAP
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figure 5.39  EXISTING 4TH AVENUE CROSS SECTION figure 5.40  POTENTIAL 4TH AVENUE CROSS SECTION 

II. PURSUE 4TH AVENUE  
CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS

Within Edgewater, 4th Avenue functions as an 
important transportation route and gateway into 
Moline Centre and into surrounding neighborhoods.  
During the planning process, community stakeholders 
have expressed the desire to improve 4th Avenue’s 
overall physical appearance and land use pattern.  
Key strategies to improving the Corridor include 
streetscape enhancements, building and property 
improvements and consolidation or commercial uses 
at key nodes. An overly wide roadway, and lack of consistency in setbacks, uses 

and architectural style results in a poor pedestrian environment 
along 4th Avenue. 

60’
RIGHT - OF - WAY

60’
RIGHT - OF - WAY

Typical existing cross-section on 4th Avenue  Potential cross-section on 4th Avenue, shared turn lane and planted median

Streetscape and Roadway
As noted previously, sidewalk and streetscape 
conditions vary in condition along 4th Avenue.  In 
some areas, sidewalks and landscape treatments 
are missing.  Various streetscape and urban 
design enhancements should be undertaken over 
time to improve parkway conditions by replacing 
deteriorating sidewalks, adding sidewalks where they 
do not exist and installing new crosswalks, lighting 
standards, trees and other landscape treatments 
within the parkway space where desired and feasible. 
A streetscape plan should be developed to guide 
the types of urban design improvements that should 
occur along 4th Avenue over time.

It is understood that parkway improvements may not be 
consistent over the entire length of 4th Avenue given 
the narrow parkway space in some locations.  However, 
additional parkway space could be gained if roadway 
modifications were to be considered and undertaken.  
For instance, the 4th Avenue roadway along the majority 
of its length is 44 feet wide with four 11-foot travel lanes; 
if the roadway was reconfigured to include just three 
12-foot lanes, an additional four feet would be gained 
on each side for parkway landscaping, lawn space, rain 
gardens and trees.  Sidewalks could be just six feet wide 
instead of seven in order to gain extra green space.  A 
landscaped median could be installed at some locations 
along 4th Avenue as a mechanism to calm traffic, as well 
as to add a new green element to the roadway.
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figure 5.41  EDGEWATER POTENTIAL LAND USE FRAMEWORK 

Land Use
Ideally, commercial activity should be concentrated at 
certain nodes along 4th Avenue, particularly at 34th, 
39th, 43rd, 48th, and 55th Streets.  The nodes at 34th 
and 55th Streets represent opportunities for “gateway” 
commercial redevelopment where new buildings 
constructed closer to the sidewalk could accommodate 
small scale retail uses serving the adjacent 
neighborhoods and the Western Illinois University 
campus.  In other nodes, a combination of façade, 
urban design and streetscape improvements can help 
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promote such nodes as visually appealing shopping 
environments.  Some redevelopment should occur in 
these nodes if opportunities emerge to strengthen the 
node’s commercial fabric.  

In other areas along 4th Avenue between commercial 
nodes, alternative land uses to commercial should 
be considered as a means to concentrating retail 
and office uses in the identified nodes.  Potential 
alternative uses could include single or multi-family 
and additional parkway and open space.   The overall 
physical redevelopment of 4th Avenue could be guided 

by a set of overlay design guidelines or a form-based 
code that could govern the desired future physical 
form of development, including parking lot locations, 
landscaping requirements and architectural character.

Implementation Considerations
Changes to the 4th Avenue roadway and installing 
new streetscape enhancements would require further 
study and approval by IDOT, as well as preparation 
of streetscape improvement plans and construction 
documents.  Financing for these implementation 
actions could come from IDOT and its Illinois 

0’ 300’ 600’
N O R T H

Potential Land Use Framework Diagram

Transportation Enhancement (ITEP) program and 
other sources along with local Motor Fuel Tax (MFT) 
funds.  An easement may be needed in some locations 
to gain the land necessary for additional sidewalk 
and parkway space.  Furthermore, changes in zoning 
from commercial to low-density residential may be 
necessary to encourage consolidation of commercial 
uses along 4th Avenue in identified nodes as presented 
previously.  Design standards or a form-based 
code could be adopted by the City to help guide 
development design in areas that would consolidate 
as commercial nodes and those that transition from 
commercial to residential or parkway space.
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III.  IMPROVE NEIGHBORHOOD  
STREET CONNECTIONS

A lack of street connectivity within certain areas 
of Edgewater forces a majority of traffic onto 4th 
Avenue and River Drive, which significantly impacts 
the neighborhood’s overall transportation network.  
These street connectivity issues make it difficult for 
both motorists and truck traffic to travel through the 
neighborhood, and pedestrians and visitors to cross 
certain streets and intersections.  

2nd Avenue
Several recommendations to improve neighborhood 
street connections are centered on 2nd Avenue, 
which has the potential to improve circulation within 
the overall neighborhood’s transportation network.  

These recommendations include (see 2nd Avenue 
Connections Map):

A. Along these 2nd Avenue roadway segments 
(green lines), improvements are needed as most 
locations lack curbs, sidewalks, and landscaping 
and pedestrian amenities.  Improvements in these 
segments should focus on these issues.

B. Along these segments (yellow lines), no paved 
roadway exists; however, there are no buildings or 
rights-of-way issues that would impact construction of 
a new roadway.

C. Along these segments of 2nd Avenue (orange 
lines), a potential path for extending 2nd Avenue 
exists but falls within privately-owned property.  In 
some instances, property owners may be encroaching 

in the public right-of-way.  These areas represent 
significant obstacles to extending 2nd Avenue, 
requiring rights-of-way issues to be identified and 
resolved.

D. Includes segments and areas where the projected 
path of 2nd Avenue is obstructed by privately-owned 
land and or buildings.  These segments (red lines), 
represent significant impediments to implementation, 
requiring rerouting, transfer of property ownership or 
rights-of-way purchase.

E. These areas are specific locations (blue dashes) 
along the neighborhood’s key north-south connection 
routes at 34th Street, 41st Street and 55th Streets.  Public 
space improvements will need to be addressed including 
missing or deteriorated sidewalks, excessive curb cuts 
and poor frontage conditions and landscaping.
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Enhance Key North/South Connections
Primary north/south connections coming into - and 
within - Edgewater should be targeted for streetscape 
and pedestrian-safety improvements.  34th, 48th and 55th 
Street serve as major gateways in Edgewater and should 
be identified as such.  41st Street is a key connection point 
to the riverfront for neighborhood residents.

The intersection at 34th Street and 4th Avenue is of 
particular importance as it is both the western edge of 
the neighborhood and a major access point for Western 
Illinois University.  While major safety improvements 
to the intersection – including potential configuration 
changes – should be explored in concert with the 
long term build-out of the WIU campus, there are a 
number of straightforward interventions that could 
be implemented in the near term.  Examples of these 
improvements are shown in the accompanying diagram.

figure 5.42  2ND AVENUE CONNECTIONS MAP 
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PEDESTRIAN SAFETY AND TRAFFIC CALMING ANALYSIS
34TH STREET & 4TH AVENUE

Wide intersection
provides no 

pedestrian crossings

No sidewalk

Excessively wide lanes
facilitate speeding

Channelized right-turn lane encourages high-speed turns
and makes it di�cult to stop for pedestrians

Turning radius designed
for trucks encourages
speeding by motorists

No sidewalk

No sidewalk

Painted bu�er provides 
opportunity for a median

No sidewalk

Large curb cuts limit 
pedestrian accessibility

4th Avenue and 34th Street Intersection Safety Improvements Diagram

Implementation Considerations
Priority should be placed on enhancing the north-
south connections at 34th, 41st and 55th Streets by 
installing sidewalks where needed, consolidating 
curb cuts and encouraging landscaping and building 
frontage improvements.  These improvements 
could be financed through the City’s CIP, through 
a special assessment district or a Special Service 
Area.  Extending Second Avenue as suggested 

4th Avenue and 34th Street Intersection Existing Conditions

4th Avenue and 34th Street Intersection - looking west 4th Avenue and 34th Street Intersection - looking south

above could prove challenging given that rights-
of-way would have to be purchased in addition to 
engineering and construction costs.  Implementation 
of this particular planning recommendation would be 
a lower, long-term priority and subject to property 
owner cooperation and participation.  However, the 
extension of Second Avenue has the potential to 
become an alternative transportation routes for trucks 
servicing industries and business in the area.

figure 5.43  INTERSECTION SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS DIAGRAM
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IV.  DEVELOP RIVER DRIVE  
OPPORTUNITY SITES

With adjacent location to Ben Butterworth Memorial 
Parkway and attendant scenic views of the Mississippi 
River, there is clear community interest to seeing 
additional residential development along River Drive, 
especially in vacant opportunity sites.  Residential 
development can come in the form of infilling existing 
residential areas and in developing on opportunity 
sites along various segments of River Drive.

Infill Existing Residential Areas
Most of the existing residential areas along River 
Drive between 39th and 48th Streets consist of single-
family homes on large lots. In these locations, consider 
encouraging modest density increases in order take 
advantage of the area’s development potential.  These 
developments could come in the form of attached 
homes and two, three and four flats.

New Development Opportunities
While the existing, viable industrial properties on 
River Drive – located generally between 34th and 
39th Streets – should be maintained, vacant land 
at the far eastern end of the neighborhood at Old 
River Drive and 54th Street could present new 
residential development opportunities.  At the 54th 
Street location, two, three-to-four-story multi-family 
housing developments with 75 to 100 dwelling units 
each, could be possible.  Again, the market for such 
units could be young singles, downtown workers, and 
empty nesters and retirees.  Consideration should 
also be given to long-term land use change on land 
directly west of this site, which is currently zoned 
for light industrial uses.  Encouraging residential 

Vacant River Drive properties well-suited for development

Large vacant areas at the eastern end of Edgewater are zoned for 
industrial use, but could have potential for residential development.

development at this location can help improve the 
likelihood this area north of River Drive could develop 
a distinct residential neighborhood near Marquis 
Harbor.

Implementation Considerations
Implementing proposed residential developments 
along River Drive will largely be driven over time 
by emerging market demand for such uses and 
developer interest in particular sites.  It appears that 
only the River Drive opportunity site at 54th Street 
would require a zoning change from ORT: Office/
Research and Technology District to R-6: Multi-
Family Dwelling District.  To make these development 
opportunities feasible, several parcels would need 
to be assembled by a developer and infrastructure 
and streetscape improvements undertaken.  The 
City could participate in underwriting the cost of 
infrastructure improvements in these locations.

OLD  R
IVER  D

RIVE55tH  STREET

A bird’s eye view rendering of the opportunity sites at the east of River Drive show potential building massing and land uses. 
(looking southeast)

RIVER  DRIVE

3 to 4 story multi-family development 

figure 5.44  RIVER DRIVE OPPORTUNITY SITE CONCEPT VIEW 
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Other spaces and structures exist along 4th Avenue that could be 
repurposed

Light industrial building reused as commercial spaceFirestone Alley, an adaptive use project  

V.  PURSUE ADAPTIVE USE OPPORTUNITIES

Two key adaptive use candidates in Edgewater 
have been have been identified during the planning 
process, including the industrial building at 4th 
Avenue and 50th Street and the former McKinley 
School building just south of 5th Avenue on top of 
the bluff at 41st Streets.  The potential re-use of 
these buildings could be largely driven by the pace 
of expansion at Western Illinois University and the 
additional retail and housing demand WIU could 
generate.  As Edgewater attracts a more affluent, 
more educated population of students, professors and 
new families, it may support reuse of these properties 
as:

•  Loft-style apartments

•  A community health center

•  Senior residential living

•  A “Makerspace” (see Floreciente Planning 
Strategies)

Both buildings could potentially use the federal 
Historic Preservation Tax Credit as one incentive and 
financial source to facilitate their rehabilitation and 
reuse.  However, multiple layers of financing will be 
needed to form a “capital stack” to undertake such 
projects, which may need to include other incentives 
such as the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC), 
private capital, and other government loans and 
grants.  Since these buildings are in private ownership, 
the first steps in the adaptive use process are to 
determine what current plans exist for the buildings 
and if the owners are willing to discuss future adaptive 
use scenarios and opportunities.   Then, going 
forward, whether the existing owners will act as the 
developers or sell the properties to other developers 
and investors, potential roles for the City and other 
partners could include:

•  Recruiting new building owners, developers or 
fee developers to undertake the adaptive use 
project

•  Underwrite in part or in whole additional market 
or feasibility reports to determine how easily the 
building converts to the intended or new use.

•  Provide technical assistance on using federal tax 
credit programs

•  Determining what local incentives could 
be offered, including needed municipal 
infrastructure improvements

•  Forming a co-development team or non-profit 
Limited Liability Company to purchase the 
property, hire a fee developer and facilitate the 
adaptive use process  

Edgewater Preservation Planning
As discussed with the Floreciente planning strategies, 
a new historic resource survey should be conducted 
to update previous surveys and inventories and 
determine the number of buildings that may be 
historically and architecturally significant to the 
Edgewater neighborhood.  The identification of such 
resources can help neighborhood stakeholders plan 
more effectively for their long-term preservation.  
While it may be unlikely that the neighborhood’s 
residential fabric would be eligible for National 
Register designation at this point, given the number 
of homes that have been re-sided and altered over 
the years, the survey could provide a critical design 
direction for future exterior home improvements. 

Implementation Considerations
Beyond the adaptive use strategies suggested above, 
funding for preservation planning activities could come 
from Certified Local Government grants from the Illinois 
Historic Preservation Agency, which could be used for 
future architectural and historical surveys in Edgewater.

Aerial view of the former warehouse/factory complex
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VI.  ENHANCE APPEARANCES OF THE 
NEIGHBORHOOD’S INDUSTRIAL AREAS

A number of successful and thriving industrial uses 
exist within Edgewater providing jobs and employment 
to area residents.  However, many of these industries 
are located side-by-side with single-family homes and 
small-scale commercial uses, some existing as good 
neighbors while other are in need of building and 
landscape improvements to buffer their presence 
in residential areas.  A number of improvements 
could be undertaken in these areas to enhance and 
unify neighborhood appearances and aesthetics.  
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These improvements include (see Industrial Area 
Enhancements Map):

A. Additional Landscape Opportunity.  These are 
potential target areas where additional landscape 
improvements can provide visual and aesthetic 
enhancements, such as landscaped buffers and 
branding elements, including identity and gateway 
signs.

B. Frontage Improvements.  These areas are edges 
of industrial properties where physical improvements 
are needed such as landscaped screening, other 
landscape treatments, sidewalks, improved signage, 
and the removal of unsightly waste or materials.

C. Critical Frontage Improvements Required.  
Locations are denoted where frontage improvements 
should be of high priority, due to their existing 
conditions and visibility to residential and commercial 
areas.

D. Access Point Improvements Recommended.  
These are areas where access to industrial uses should 
be maintained and enhanced. The visibility of these 
points, along with their proximity to key neighborhood 
elements, warrants added improvements, such as 
gateway elements, signage, lighting and landscaping.

Implementation Considerations
Encouraging frontage and landscape improvements 
could be undertaken through a combination of 
private and public initiatives, one of which could be 
a site improvement grant or loan program offered 
to local industries as a means to implement various 
enhancements.  Other public initiatives could 
be the development of gateway and landscape 
enhancements in the right-of-way.  Funding sources 
could come from Tax-Increment Financing District and 
Special Service Area funding mechanisms, although 
they would require additional study for feasibility.

MOLINE 
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figure 5.45  INDUSTRIAL AREA ENHANCEMENTS MAP


